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242-248 SUPERIOR AVE UE 
Opposite the Post Office 
THE JOH N MARSHALL SCHOOL OF LAW 
SCHOOL CALENDAR 
~ ednesday, September 14, school year begins. 
Friday, November 25 , Thanksgiving vacation. 
Saturday, December 24, Holiday vacation begins. 
Monday, Janua ry 2, Holiday vacation ends. 
Tuesday, January 31, First Semester ends. 
Wednesday, February 1, Second Semester begins. 
Wednesday, February 22 , Annual Dinner-Dance. 
Friday, May 25, Annual Commencement. 
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T HE JOHN MARSHALL CFIOOL OF LAW 
HISTORY 
In the year 1916 a number of prominent atto rneys of Cleve­
land desi rou of raising the general tandard of legal attain­
ment, and feeling the need in the community of a school of 
law that should be rigidly thorough and at the same time en­
tirely practical in its teaching, formed an association and 
founded The John Marshall School of Law. The new institution 
opened it door on September 20, 1916, and o immediate wa 
the re pon e it received and o eminently uccessful were the 
re ult of it fir t year's instruction, that at the close of the 
year in May, 1917, it became affi liated with Ohio Iorthern 
niver ity of da, Ohio. 
After ix years of the most cordial relations with the uni­
versity, it was deemed advi able to ecure a charter from the 
tate of Ohio, authorizing The John Mar hall School of Law 
to confer degree in its own name. uch a charter was secured 
in January, 1924. This charter puts The John Marshall School 
of La'i on a par with the best law chool in the tate. 
P RPO E 
The John Marshall School of Law is distinctly a lawyer's 
school. Its faculty is composed of successful atto rneys in active 
practice, who a re a lso experienced in teaching. Every effort is 
made to ad mit as candidates for a degree only such pupils as 
give promi e by their education , attainments and character of 
becoming honorable and worthy practitioners of the law. 
The mo t noteworthy feature in the progress of legal edu­
cation in the nited States, has been the development of efficient 
law chool . " Reading law" in a lawyer's office is of unque · 
tionable value because of the familiarity it gives with the 
routine work and everyday practice of the profession, but in 
training a lawyer, it can never take the place of the thorough, 
sy tematic instruction given by a good law chool. Such in­
struction , obtained from experienced reacher of law, will resul t 
not only in more thorough, but in more rapid preparation than 
any amount of de ultory reading. The cour e of tudy covered 
by The John Marshall School of Law embrace the entire field 
of law and i de igned to develop the tudent, and to fit him 
for the acti e du tie of a practicing lawyer. 
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}AMES B. R UHL, M.S., LLB., LLD . 





Pleading and Practice. 
DAVID c. MECK, A.B., A.M., LLB., LLD. 

Judge Municiapl Court; Dean 

Contracts; Bailments and Carriers. 





jEssE W. WooDs, Ph.B., LLB., LLM. 

Criminal Law and Procedure; Municipal Corporations. 

CYRUS LOCHER, A.B., LLB. 

Mortgages and Conveyancing. 

WILFRED J . MAHON, LLB . 

Legal Ethics . 

EDWIN E. MILLER, A.B. , LLB . 

Evidence ; Wills and Administration of Estates; Legal Forms. 





DEAN LAWRENCE, A.B., LLB . 
Torts ; Suretyship . 
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FACULTY OF THE JOHN MARSHALL SCHOOL 
OF LAW 
JOHN c. BARKLEY, A.B., LLB. 
Negotiable Instruments; Senior Review Course. 
GROVER c. HOSFORD, A.B., LLB. 

Law of Associations (Partnership and Private Corporations). 

Conflict of Laws. 

CHAS. c. WHITE, A.B., LLB. 

Title Officer, The Land Title Abstract and Trust Co. 

Property, Personal and Real. 













DAVID R. HERTZ, A.B., LLB. 

Domestic Relations; Sales; Bibliography. 

EUGENE s. LINDEMAN, A.B., LLB. 

Property, Personal and Real . 

MA URI CE J. MEYER, A.B., LLB . 

Personal Property; Sales. 

GEOR GE P. B AE R 





HOWARD L HALL, A.B ., LLB. 
Constitutional Law. 
CHIEF J US TICE JOHN P. DEMPSEY, LLB. 

Practice and Procedure in Municipal Court. 





JOSEPH MOR GENSTERN, A.B.,LLB. 

Domestic Relations . 
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L C TION 
The John Mar hall chool of i,aw for the fir t three years 
was located in the Guardian Building where it occupied com­
fortable quarter which were ample during the _chool's infancy. 
The rapidly increa ing attendance called for more commo­
dious quarter . The chool i now located at 242-248 uperior 
Avenue, oppo ite the Po t Office, where it occupie approximately 
4 000 feet of floor pace-ample room for the pre"ent and im­
mediate future. 
The location i un urpassed. It is only a tep to the Muni­
cipal Court, the ourt of Common Pleas, the Court of Appeals, 
and the United tates District Court. The tudent is only a 
few minu tes from the leading law firms of the city. 
LIBRARY FACILITIES 
I 
The John Mar hall has an excellent law library . Here the 
student has acce s to the Ohio State Reports and Digests, Ohio 
Court of Appeals Reports, the United State Reports and Di­
gests , Cyc., Corpu Juris, the Ohio Statute , law dictionaries 
and a stack of upplemental text books for reference. Students 
may also arrange to u e the Cuyahoga County Law Library in 
the ew Court Houc:e , one of the largest and fine t collections 
of Law literature in merica. 
The student al o ha access to the public library, where he 
will find a fine collection of current literature. dequate library 
facilities are a prime e ential to the student of Law. 
OPP RT ITY FOR LEGAL T DY 
No cit) in the ountry affords better facilitie for legal tudy 
than Cleveland. Here it the District Court of the nited 
tates; the ppellate ourt of Ohio ; the Common Plea Court ; 
the Probate Court of u ahoga County; the le eland Munici­
pal Court , and the dmiralty and Insol enc ourt . Cleve­
land afford an opportunity to follow the progre_ of a case 
from the lowest to the highe t court, with few exception . 
REQ IREME TS FOR ADMI I N, AND 

CLA IFICATION OF STUDENT 

Students may enter the School at any time, but in order to 
receive full credit toward graduation for work done must enter 
at the beginning of a semester. 
Candidate for admission to the bar and for a degree will be 
required, upon their app lication for admission , to furni sh satis ­
factory evidence of the completion of one year of college work. 
Such are known as Regular Students. 
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Students not candidate for admjs ion to the bar and for a 
degree may enter upon pro ing to the satisfaction of the Dean 
that they po se uch general education a will enable them to 
pursue the tud of law intelligently . Such are known a Irregu­
lar tudents. 
Candidate for admj ion to the Ohio bar will be required 
to conform to the provi ions of Rule XI , a amended May 22, 
1923 and promulgated by the Ohio upreme ourt, iz .: 
R LE I 

ADMI ION TO THE OHIO BAR 

(As Amended May 22, 1923) 
SECTION 1. Except as provided in Section 1703 General Code 
(506 R. S.) concerning persons who have been admitted artd 
practiced in the highe t court of another state, or in the Supreme 
Court of the United tates, for a period of five years, no person 
shall be admitted to the bar except upon an examination and 
certificate of the tanding Committee on Examination . 
SECTION 2. There shall be appointed, to take effect on the 
first day of January, 1901 , ten di creet and judicious attorneys 
and coum:elors-at-law to be known as the Standing Committee 
on Examination . Two members of the committee hall be ap ­
pointed for one year, two for two years, two for three year , 
two for four year , and two for five years. Their ucce ors 
hall be appointed for a term of five ears each. 
SECTION 3. The tanding Committee hall hold an examina­
tion of applicant for ad rui ion to the bar in the city of Colum­
bu , on the fir t Tue-day of each June and December. o other 
examination will be held. Examination mu t be conducted 
under the direction of the committee, a majority of whom hall 
report in writing for or again t the ad mission of each a pplicant. 
SEcTIO ' 4. o applicant hall be ad mjtted to the bar unle 
a majority of the member cond ucting the examination hall 
certify that they find him to have a competent knowledge of 
the law and to have ufficient general learning to discharge the 
duties of an attorney and counselor-at-law, and shall recom­
mend his admi ion. Such certificate shall not be made unless 
the applicant has u tained on his written an wers to the printed 
questions of the examiners an average grade of 75 per cent on 
an examination embracing the following subjects. The law of 
real and perrnnal property, torts, contracts, evidence, pleading, 
partnership, bailment , negotiable instruments, agency, surety­
ship, domestic relation , wills, corporations, equity, criminal law, 
constitutional law, and the canons of professional ethics adopted 
by the Ohio State Bar Association , at its 30th annual meeting, 
1909. 
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one but citizens of the nited Slates will be admitted lo the 
examin_ation _and every af?plicant must be tu:enty-one years of age. 
The pnnted mterrogatone and the an ~er of applicant thereto 
hall be ubmjtted to the ourt ~ ith the report of the examiners 
and , together with a ll certificates and paper required under thi' 
rule, hall be filed wi th the !erk and preser•ed . 
SECTION 4. REQ IREMEKTS A T GE ' ERAL 
LEARNING. ~o one hall be admitted to the examination 
whose educational attainments are not clearly hown to be equal 
to those of a graduate of a fir t grade hjgh chool of thi tate. 
Evid~nce of suc~i attainments shall be furnished by the applicant at 
th.e time. ~e begins th~ st11~y of law and shall be filed by him with 
Jiis certificate of registration as a law student. Said registration 
shall not become effective until such evidence of attainments is fur­
nished. 
Any one of the following certificates may be presented: 
*(a) A cer~ificate of graduation from a first grade high 
school of th1 tate, plus one year of college credit . 
. (b) A cer~fi ~te <;>f graduatio.n from a coll~ge , univer­
sity or other m t1tut1on of learmng, the standing of which 
has been approved by this court. Such certificate must evi­
dence the compl~tion of a course of study preparatory to the 
study of law which meets the approval of this Court. 
(c) A certificate from the State uperintendent of 
Public In tru tion a uthorizing the holder to teach in the 
high chool of the four-year grade of hio; a county or 
city board certifi ate i not ufficient. 
(d) Certificates from colleges, universities, high school 
and .college preparatory schools of recognized standings as to 
cred.its received by an appli£.ant in high school, or college 
s11b1ects (t~ough not showing gradua-tion) showing a total of 
s1-xteen tmtls. 
The Court ·will not receive applications for waiver of the re­
quirements as to general learning. 
All ~redentials presented under Paragraph D of this rnle must 
be submitted to the . ourt and ~J. the. Court is satisfied that the appli­
cant has the educational qualifications required he will be admitted 
to the bar examination. The credentials presented shall be filed 
with the Clerk. 
The Clerk of this Court is authorized to accept certificates which 
cl~arly m.eet the requirements enumerated paragraphs a, b, and c, of 
this Section. 
*CANDIDATES WHO REG! TER AFTER OCTOBER 15 1927 M T HAVE COM­
PLETED TWO YEAR OF OLLEGEWORK. ' ' 
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Diplomas should not be presented. Certificates hich may be 
retained permanently are desired. They should be upon the official 
stationery of the high school, college or other institution of learning 
which the applicant al/ended. 
This requirement shall not apply to those ~ •hose certificates of 
general learning have been approved prior to J11ne 7, 192 . All 
students registered prior to J u11e 7, 1923, will be required lo qualify 
as to general learning on or before January 1, 192-1. 
ECTIO :-< - . Every re ident of the tate who commence the 
tudy of law on and after June 7, 1923 either under the tuition of 
a n attorney-at-law, or at a law chool whether located in thi 
tate or elsewhere, hall file with the Clerk of the upreme ourt 
his declaration of intention to commence the study of law preparatory 
to examination for admission to the bar together with the certificate 
of such attorney or of the chief officer of such law school , as the 
case may be, showing his na me, age and residence, and the date 
when he commenced the tudy of law, which certificate ha ll be 
accompanied by a fee of one dollar. As to all uch per on the 
period required for the tudy of law by the rule of thi court 
hall date from the filing of uch declaration and certificate. 
B efore any such certificate and declaration shall be filed such 
person shall present to the Clerk of this Court satisfactory evidence of 
general educational attainments as required by ection 4 of this rule. 
ECTIOK 6. Repealed Ma 22nd 1923. 
ECTIO~ 7. Every per on who ha!J commence the tudy of 
law while a non-r ident of thi tate, and who ha not been 
regularly admitted as an attorney-at-law in ome court of record 
within the -nited tate , hall, on comin into thi tate to 
reside, file ";th the )erk an affida,;t hawing that he ha come 
into the tate for the purpo_e of making it hi permanent re i­
dence, and tatin hi name, a e, pre ent and former re iden e, 
and al o the certificate of hi preceptor or of the chief officer of 
hi law chool howin the time when and place or pla e where 
and under whom , he ha tudied law ; which paper- hall be a ­
com panied by a fee of one dollar. 
The one yea r ' re idence in thi tate required of uch per­
sons by ection 1701 eneral ode (560 R. S. ) hall date from 
the filing of uch pa pers. 
SECTION 8. Every person entitled to be adm itted to the ex­
a mination under e tion l 702 eneral Code, on the ground that 
he has been regularly adm itted as an atto rney and ounselor-at­
law in ome court of r ord within the United tates, hall, not 
more than ixty nor le than thirty days before the time fixed 
for the examination, file with the lerk the following credentials: 
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l. An affidavit showing that he is a resident of this state 
or that he has come into the state for the purpose of making it 
his permanent residence, and stating his name, age a nd former 
and present residence. 
2. His certificate of admission to the bar. 
3. The certificate of a judge of the court of record in which 
he has practiced law, showing the time uch judge has personally 
known him, the period of time he has practiced law and his moral 
a nd profe sional standing at such bar. 
4. Certificate of hi-s preceptor or the law school which he at­
tended, sh~wing.the period of his stud-;r of law. (If the judge's certifi­
cate mentioned in o. 3 shows practice for three years or more this 
certificate i<S not required.) ' 
5. Certificate of general learning as required by Section 4 of 
this rule. 
SEcTJO 9. Repealed M ay 22nd, 1923. 
SEcno 10. Except as provided in Section 8, concerning 
per ans who have been ad mitted to the bar in some court of 
record within the United States, every person who desires to 
have his na me enrolled for examination must, not more than 
sixty days nor less than thirty days before the time fixed for the 
examination, file with the Clerk his application for admission 
giving his name, age, residence and postoffice address, and with 
such application he shall present a certificate. (1) from a law school 
u here instruction is given during the day time and in which the 
entire _tim~ of the student is devoted to study of legal subjects, whose 
standing is approved by the Court, certifying that the applicant has 
regularly and attentitely studied in said law school for the period of 
three school .Ye<irs, or (2) from a law school where the entire time of 
the student is not dernled lo the st1:1dy of legal subjects , shou:ing at­
tendance. and law stud')} for a period of four school years, or (3) if 
~he ap_p!icant ~as studu~ Jaw und~r the supervision of an attorney 
in active practice, a certificate of Ins preceptor, shou:ing that he has 
P1!rsued the st'!'dy of ~aw for a periqd of four calendar years under 
his personal instructwn, aggregating 800 hours and in no ca e 
will the certificate of another attorney or co~nselo r-at-l aw be 
receiv~d unless it. be hown by the affidavit of the applicant 
that his pr.eceptor is dead or that hi certificate cannot , for some 
reason .at1sfactory to the Court, be obtained , but in such ca e 
the certificate must show that the certifier has personal knowl­
edge of the length of time the applicant has been engaged in the 
study of law; a lso that the a id certificate shall show the name 
a nd post offi~e .address of the applicant 's preceptor. Each appli­
cant for adm1ss10n to such exammations shall be required to state 
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in an affidavit filed by him on his application for admission to 
such examination, that he is a citizen of the United States and 
that he has resided in the State of Ohio for the year last past, and 
that he has read the Canons of Profe sional Ethics, adopted by 
the Ohio State Bar Association, July 7, 1909*, and has faithfull y 
endeavored to make himself acquainted with the same, and that 
he will endeavor to conform his professional conduct thereto. 
S ECT IO N 11. ro certificate, affidavit , or other paper pro­
duced in conformity with this rule , hall be deemed conclusive 
evidence of the fact therein stated and in a ll cases the Court 
must be satis fied of the truth thereof before the applicant sha ll 
be admitted to examination. 
SECTION 12. Every application for ad mission to an examina­
tion must be accompanied by an examination fee of Sl5.00 which 
will be returned to the a pplicant if his name is not placed 
on the examination roll. If his na me i placed on the examina­
tion roll , a nd he fails to receive a certificate of qualification, he 
ha ll not be require'd to pay any further sum upon a second appli­
cation . For each subEequent application a fee of 15.00 shall be 
paid. If the applicant, on examination , shall be rejected he may 
be ad mitted to t he next examination upon filing a certificate 
that he has studied law six months ubEequent to the date of hi 
former examination; but no one shall be ad mitted to more than 
five examinations after the twentieth day of December, 1900, and 
the fifth examination shall not be less than two years after the 
fourth, and during the intervening two years said applicant sha ll 
regula rly and attentively study Jaw, and shall furnish the pre­
sc ribed certifi cate thereof. 
SECTION 13. After the expiration of the thirtieth day before 
the examination the Court will examine the papers filed by the 
applicant, a nd cause him to be notified whether he will be ad­
mitted to the exa mination unconditionally, or subject to the pro­
duction of a upplemental certificate of additional study, when 
that may be necessary, and if so admitted, will cause his name to 
be pl aced on the examination roll which will be delivered to the 
Standing ommittee. 
SEcT10 14. The Standing ommittee may, subject to the 
a ppro a l of the Court, make rule not inconsistent herewith , for 
the conduct of the examinations, which, together with this rule, 
shall be published in pamphlet form for di tribution by the 
Standing ommittee. 
ECTJO • 15. The applicant, upon receiving the oath of 
office, shall ign a roll showing the date of his admission and 
*NOTE-Any tudent may obtain a copy of the American Bar A sociation publication 
contai ning above named Canons o f Professional Ethics by application to the clerk of the 
Supreme Court. 
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the place of his residence. The oath ad ministered shall be as 
follows: 
I DO SOLEMNLY SWEAR : 
I will support the Constitution of the United States and 
the Constitution of the State of Ohio; 
I will maintain the respect due to courts of justice and judi­
cial officers; 
I will not counsel or maintain any suit or proceeding which 
shall appear to me to be unjust, nor any defense except such as 
I believe to be honestly debatable under the law of the land; 
I will employ for the purpose of maintaining the causes con­
fided to me of such means only as are consistent with truth and 
honor, and will never seek to mislead the judge or jury by any 
artifice or fal se statement of fact or law; 
I will maintain the confidence and preserve inviolate the 
secrets of my client, and will accept no compensation in con­
nection with his business except from him or with his knowledge 
and approval; 
I will abstain from all offensive personality, and advance no 
fact prejudicial to the honor or reputation of a party or witness, 
unless required by the justice of the cause with which I am 
charged; 
I will never reject, from any consideration personal to my­
self, the cause of the defenseless or oppressed, or delay any man's 
cause for lucre or malice. SO HELP ME GOD. 
SECTIO N 16. Refers to keeping record , etc. 
SECTIO N 17. The following form contains a ll t hat is neces­
sary for the certificate by a preceptor mentioned in Rule XIV, 
Section 10-12 . 
I hereby certify, That_ _______________ __ __ is a citizen of the 
United States and of the State of Ohio; that he has resided in 
said State for one year last past; that he is over twenty-one years 
of age, of good moral character; that he has regularly and atten­
tively studied law under my tuition for the period of_ ________ _ 
years, from ________________ to __ _________ ____ ___ ,.previous to 
this application for admission; and that I believe him to be a 
person of sufficient knowledge and ability to discharge the duties 
of an attorney and counselor-at-law, a nd would therefore re­
spectfully recommend his admission to the bar. 
Dated at_________ _______ ____ ___ ___________________ ___ _ 
Attorney-at-Law . 
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SECTION 18. Repealed. 
SECTION 19. Certificates of study given by schools known 
as correspondence law schools, or by lawyers without the state, 
certifying that the applicant has studied under their supervision 
within the State of Ohio, do not satisfy the Ohio statute and the 
rules respecting study ordered by the Supreme Court of Ohio , a nd 
such certificate will not be filed or in any way recognized. 
ADMISSION "WITHO UT EXAMINATION 
SECTION 20. An applicant for admission to the bar of Ohio 
without examination under Section 1703, General Code, must file 
with the Clerk the fallowing credentials: 
1. Certificate of admission as an attorney and counselor-at­
law in the highest court. of another state after two years' study of 
the law, a nd upon a regular examination, which study and ex­
amination must be shown either by a certificate of the facts or 
by a requirement thereof in the statute of such state. 
2. Certificate from the Judge of the Court of R ecord in 
which the applicant practiced , that he is of good moral character 
and that he has been an active practitioner in good and regular 
standing, in the courts of such state or in the Supreme Court of 
the United States for a period of not less than five years, im­
mediately preceding his removal to the State of Ohio. This cer­
tificate must be authenticated by the Clerk of Courts under seal. 
3. Certificate of good moral character, and recommendation 
from some attorney-at-law of this state, that the applicant be 
admitted to the bar of Ohio. 
4. The affidavit of the applicant that he is a resident of 
this state , or has come into the state for the purposes of making 
it his permanent residence. 
A fee of $16.00 must accompany the application. 
RULE RELATING TO FOREIGN ATTORNEYS 
SECTION 21. Attorneys-at-law residing within the State of 
Ohio, not members of the bar of this state, who have been 
retained in a ny case assigned for oral a rgument, may be hea rd 
therein upon being presented to the Court by a member of the 
bar of Ohio. 
Columbus, Ohio SEBA H . MILLER, 
M ay 22, 1923. Clerk of Supreme Court. 
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GRADUATION AND DEGREES 
The degree of Bachelor of Laws will be conferred upon Regu­
lar Students who complete the prescribed courses of study. 
Credit toward grad uation will be given for not more than 
one year's study of law under the actual tuition of a reputable 
practicing atto rney-a t-law. Such stud y must be proved by the 
certificate of such atto rney-at-law, not only as to the length of 
time spent in study, but as to the subjects studied , the text or 
case books which formed the basis of study, and the quality of 
the work done by the student. 
Credit toward graduation will be given for not more than 
two years' study of law in residence at any reputable United 
States Jaw school, which maintains a three-year course of study. 
No credit wi ll be given for correspondence school work. 
No student wi ll be graduated who has not studied law for 
a period equivalent to six school semesters, of which time a 
period equivalent to at least four school semesters must have 
been spent in residence at some reputable law school, and of 
which at least the last two semesters must have been spent in 
residence at The J ohn Marshall School of Law. 
ANNUAL TUITION AND FEES 
Annual tuition, day or evening sessions: 
First year ___ ________ __________ __ __________________ $120.00 
Second year_______________________________________ 120.00 
Third Year_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 120. 00 
Fourth year _____ ____________ __ ________ ___________ 120.00 
Diploma fee ___ ___________ ____ _____________________ 10.00 
Special exa mination fee ______________________________ 2.00 
Forum dues (payable on registration) _________________ 2.50 
Rates for specia l courses may be obtained from the Dean. 
All fees are payable in advance. 
The annual tuition is payable as follows: 
One-fourth upon entrance, one-fourth November 15, one­
fourth February 1, and one-fourth April 1. 
Tui t ion is made payable in qua rterly installments for the 
convenience of our s tudents, but these installments a re invar­
iably payable in advance as above. 
"Forum" dues must be paid on registration. This fund is 
disbursed by the student organization known as "The Forum. " 
All text books are received on consignment and the school is 
required to make prompt remittance covering books sold . 
Therefore, the school can not carry book accounts. 
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ADMISSION TO THE BAR 
Applicants for admission to the bar, upon entering the school, 
should register with the Clerk of the Supreme Court, as required 
by law. 
Applicants for ad mission to the Ohio bar must have studied 
law for four years a fter the date of their registration with the 
Ohio Supreme Court. 
The regular school year of The J ohn Marshall School of Law 
is counted as one yea r of study under the above requirement. 
Every applicant for admission to the bar must pass the State 
bar examination. Such examinations are held eaoh year at 
Columbus on the last Tuesday and Wednesday in June and the 
first Tuesday and Wednesday in December. 
In June, 1927., Einar G. Carlson , one of our graduates, won 
first place in a class of 623 candidates. 
In December, 1925, Joseph L. Witkowsky won second place 
in the state bar examination. 
In December, 1923 , Jules A. Eshner , a graduate of this 
school, won second place in the state bar examination. 
In June, 1922 , Andrew H. Brown, one of our graduates , won 
first place in a class of 376 candidates. 
In June, 1921, Burt W. Griffin stood first in a large class. 
In December , 1920, Frank]. Lausche won second place, and 
in December , 1919 , Emery C. Smith stood second. 
DEBATI NG AND PUBLIC SPEAKING 
A cou.rse in debating and public speaking is offered to Regu­
lar and Irregular Students without additional charge. A com­
petent coach will teach the course. 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
The Dean or Secretary will be glad to furnish any further 
information desired . Address The J ohn Marshall School of Law, 
242-248 Superior Avenue, N . E., Cleveland, 0., or telephone 
Main 4372. 
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AFTERNOON AND EVENING CLASSES 
For the convenience of different groups, the same courses are 
offered in the late afternoon and evening. 
Generally a student will find it possible to attend lectures 
any two or three consecutive hours between 4 :00 p. m. and 9:00 
p. m. 
Each student i required to attend lectures six hours per 
week, with substantial regularity. 
To classes will be organized for fewer than fifteen students. 
METHOD OF INSTRUCTION 
The system of instruction followed combines the study of 
the rules and principles of the law as set forth by text writers, 
and the analysis and statement of leading cases with special 
reference to Ohio law. The instruction is designed not only to 
fix in the memory the great fundamental principles of law, but 
to stimulate mental energy and to develop mental power. 
QUIZ GROUPS 
To supplement the work of the class room and to stimulate 
effort, quiz groups are organized and conducted under the super­
vision of the Dean . 
NDERGRAD ATE COURSE OF ST DY 
The course of study is distributed over four years . Although 
particular attention is paid to the law of Ohio, the course is 
designed to train students in the principles of the common law 
and equity, and to prepare them for the practice of law in Ohio 
or in any other jurisdiction. 
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FIRST YEAR 
Contracts 66 hourAgency_____ . ___________ ___________________________ -42 hours 
Elementary Law (Lectures) ____ _____________ ________ l2 hours 
Criminal Law________________ ___ ____ ____ ________ __42 hours 
Torts _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ - - - - - ____________________ 54 hours 
SECOND YEAR 
Property, 1___ ____________ ________________________ 36 hour 
Domestic Relations _____________ _____ ______________ 36 hours 
Bailmen ts and Carriers____________________ ____ ___ __ 36 hours 
Property, IL ____________________________________ 72 hours 
Negotiable Instruments ________ ___________________ =36 hours 
THIRD YEAR 
Wills and Administration of Estates ________________ 54 hours 
Equity___ - - - - - - - - ____________________________ -=- -54 hours 
Pleading____ _____ ______________________________ -54 hours 
Evidence_____________________________________ =- ==54 hours 
FO RTH YEAR 
Law of Associations (Private Corporations and Partner­
ship) ____ ___________________________ __ ______ __ 54 hours 
Suretyship___ ___ _________________________________ _24 hour 
Constitutional Law____________ ___ _________________ 30 hours 
Legal Bibliography____________ ____ ____ ____ ________ 8 hour 
*Review Course _________________________________ __ 100 hour 
The foregoing courses are the minimum requirement for ad­
mission to the Ohio bar, under the amended rules . 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF REQ IRED 
COURSES 
FIRST YEAR 
1. Contracts . 
This course deals with the general principles of contract law , 
s1;1ch as the nature, formation, interpretation, operation and 
discharge of contracts, and aims to furnish a foundation for the 
study of the specia l applications of contract law-as in insurance 
?ai!m~n~s, negotiable instruments, agency, partnership, equity: 
JUnsd1ct10n over contracts, etc.-which are treated in separate 
courses. 
. _*This course is offered lwice a year. . From Februa ry firsl lo lhe lime of the June exam­
ination, and from August fifteen to the ttme of the D ecember examination. 
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TEXT: Clark on Contracts (3rd editon); Throckmorton 's 
Cases on Contracts. 
j uDGE MECK. Three hours per week; 66 hours . 
2. Criminal Law and Criminal Procedure. 
This course aims to give a comprehensive v iew of the crim­
inal Jaw, common and statutory, special attention being paid to 
definitions which form an important element in criminal law and 
frequentl y furnish the key to the solution of some of its most 
difficult problems. 
The course in criminal procedure is designed to be as full 
and as realistic as possible. The case is dealt with in all of its 
phases, from the commission of the crime to the termination of 
the prosecution therefor. 
The prelimina ry subjects of arrest, examination and com­
mitment, and the like, a re treated. 
Then follows the formation of the grand jury and the in­
dictment or presentment. 
The student is then taught how to a rraign the prisoner, 
enter pleas, and conduct the trial throughout. 
TEXT: Clark on Criminal Law and Criminal Procedure. 
MR. WooDs. Three hours per week; 42 hours. 
3. 	 Torts. 
In this course is comprised a comprehensive study of the 
entire subject of wrongs to person and property. It inclu.des, 
besides a consideration of specific wrongs, such as slander , hbel , 
malicious prosecution , false imprisonment, assault and battery, 
fraud , trespass, nuisance, and the like, a survey of the nature of 
torts in general and of the principle of liability. To the subject 
of negligence is given the special consideration which its impor­
t a nce demands. 
The subject of master and serva nt is taught as a branch of 
the Jaw of torts. The topics treated are those of independent 
contractors; the master 's lia bility for the torts and crimes of his 
servant; the master 's liability for injuries to his servants ; the 
servant's liability for his own torts; and the liability of third 
persons for torts to master or servant . Special consideration is 
given to the Federal Employers' Liability Act , a nd to State 
legislation along si mila r lines. 
T ExT: Chapin on T orts and Chapin 's Cases on T orts. 
MR. L A WREN CE. Three hours per week; 54 hours. 
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4. Agency. 
This course embraces the rela tions of principal and agent as 
formed by agreement, ratification or estoppel; the obligations 
of the rela tion; its legal effect as between principal and agent, 
principa l a nd third persons, agent and third persons. 
T EXT: Huffcut on Agency. 
MR. MECK or MR. L AuSCHE. Three hou rs per week; 42 hours. 
SECOND .YEAR 
1. R eal Property. 
Since some knowledge of the history of the law of real prop­
erty is essentia l to an understanding of its principles , the subject 
is taught historically as well as philosophically and practically. 
A series of introductory lectures is given on the fuedal la nd 
tenures, and the cha nges made therein a re t hen explainea and 
traced through the modern English tenures to the present system 
of land titles in the United States. Consideration is given to the 
different estates in land, whether corporea l or incorporeal , in pos ­
session or in expectancy, in fee , for life, or for years. Specia l 
attention is paid to remainders, executory limitations, dower and 
curtesy, and the modes by which the various estates in land may 
be created or transferred . 
TExT: Tiffany. 
MR. WHITE or MR. LINDEMANN. Three hours per week; 72 
Hours. 
2. P ersonal Property . 
This course embraces a treatment of the nature of property, 
the kinds of personal property, distinction between real and per­
sonal property, a nd the nature and acquisition of rights in per­
sonal property. 
T EXT: Bigelow's Cases. 
MR.\\ HITE or MR. LINDEMA NN. Three hours per week; 36 
hours. 
3. Negotiable I nstruments. 
The formal requirements of negotiability; the rights of bona 
fide purchasers; the contract of indorsemen t; t he steps necessary 
to hold indorsers ; promissory notes; drafts or bills of exchange 
and checks, under the Law Merchant and egotiable Instru­
ments Act. 
T ExT: The egotiable Instruments Law. 

MR. B ARKLEY. Three hours per week ; 36 hours. 
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4. Bailments and Carriers. 
Definition, classification and general principles of bailments ; 
bai lmen t, mutuum, and sale distinguished; liens , pledges, ware­
hou emen, inn-keepers. 
The Jaw of common carrier of good and passenger i fully 
treated including the right of the public as well as tho e of the 
hipper con ignee and pas enger in hi relation to the carrie.r. 
The ubject of bill of Jading, connecting carriers, toppage tn 
tran itu right of passenger as to tickets and baggage, and 
action for injuries to pas enger , are full di cu ed. 
E pecial con ideration i given to the. c~an~es intr?<l~c:ed 
into the law of carrier a to contractural hm1tation of hab1ltty 
by the Inter tate Commerce Act. 
TExT: Dobie on Bailment and . arrier. 
J oGE MECK or MR. BARKLEY. Three hour per week; 36 
hour. 
Domestu Relations. 
Thi cour e embrace a thorough di cussion of the law of 
hu band and wife, parent and child , and guardian and ward, and 
a general discussion of the law relating to aliens and in ane 
percons. 
As part of the law of husband and wife, t he subjects of ma r­
riage and divorce receive careful consideration. 
The rights, duties, and liability in respect to person <1;nd 
property, at common law, and under modern statutes, growing 
out of the marriage relation, and the relation of parent and 
child, and of guardian and ward, are full y considered and ex­
plained. 
TEXT: Cooley on Dome tic Relation , and Case . 
MR. HERTZ: Three hour per week; 36 hours. 
THIRD YEAR 
1. Equity. 
Thi cour e i intended to ground the tudent thoroughly in 
the nature and fundamental principle of equity juri diction. 
The origin of courts of equity and the development of equity 
jurisdiction and it relation to the common law are carefully 
explained , and the general principle of modern equity juri ­
prudence di cu ed. 
Much attention i paid to uch important topic as tru t 
mortgage , fraud, mi take, the doctrine of notice, election, con-
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version , etc., as well as to the various equitable remedies, s uch 
as specific performance, injunction , reformation , accountin g, and 
the li ke. 
T EXT: Eaton and Eaton' Ca e . 
Three hour per week; 54 hour . 
2. Pleading. 
The tudent of thi course i fir t gi en the hi tory and pur­
po e of pleading, followed by the philo ophy. He i then briefly 
made acquainted with the procedure under the Civil Law, Com­
mon Law and Equity sy tern with empha i , however, upon 
Common Law pleading. The fundamental principle of this great 
sy tern are thoroughly studied a well a the different kind of 
action under the Common Law, and particular attention is called 
to all uch matters and thing as are now employed in the 
modern procedure under the Code. After completing the hi tory, 
philo oph , and different early method of procedure, Code 
pleading i taken up and thoroughly tudied from a general 
as well a a particular viewpoin t- u ing Judge Phillips' text 
for the former and \ hittaker's Annotated Code of Ohio for 
the latter. The petition, answer and reply a well as the motion 
and demurrer are thoroughly studied in detail and the student 
given special in tructions how to prepare the necessary paper 
in bringing a case judicially to the our t' attention , In so 
far as time will permit, error and appeal are given consideration . 
Pleadings are also drawn by the student so that he may be 
familiar and at ease in presenting a case when ad mitted. 
J uoGE R UHL. Three hours per week; 54 hours . 
3. Evidence. 
This cour e includes the topic u ually coming under thi 
head, uch a the definition, nature and different kinds of evi­
dence, judicial notice, burden of proof, the rule as to compe­
tency, and effect of evidence, the hear ay and parol evidence 
rule , the law of witnesses, documentary e idence, etc. In ad­
dition to imparting a theoretical knowledge of the principle in­
volved, every effort is made to gi e the tudent a practical 
working knowledge of the ubject o a to enable him to con­
duct a case through the ordinary cour e of judicial inve ti­
gation. 
TEXT: Hu he on Evidence, and Hughe ' ase . 
1R. MILLER. Three hours per week ; -4 hour . 
4. Wills and Administration of Estates. 
The law of de cent and distribution ; te tamentary capacity; 
execution , re ocation, and revival of will ; con truction of will ; 
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ad emption and lapse of legacies ; executor and admin i tra tors ; 
payment of legacies; distribution of e tates. 
T EXT: Gardner on Wills. 
MR. 	M1LLER. T hree hou r per week; 54 hou rs. 
F RTH Y R 
1. 	 Law _of Associations (.~artnership and Private Corporations). 
In th1 c~ur e a tuc;!y .1 made of the law relating to ariou 
form of bu me asSOCJatJon . ~ome time i devoted to a brief 
treatment of the leadin principle of the Jaw of partner hip 
both at common law and under the -niform Partner hip Ac · 
limited partner hip the joint tock company and the u e of 
the bu ine tru t . 
The r~mainder of 0e cour e. i devoted to a tudy of the 
l~w of pnvat~ corporat1~>n :-:-their promotion de facto corpora­
t10n , ultra Y1re act , hab1hty for tort and crime the ri ht 
and liabilitie of officer , tockholder and credito; and the 
reor anization of corporation . 
TEXT : lark and Iechem. 

MR. H o FORD_ Three hour per week· -4 hour . 

2. 	 Suretyship. 
tten t ion i paid ~o. the d i t in t ion between surety hip and 
gua ranty; to the requ1s1tes a nd con truction of the contract of 
the principal and surety, to the ri ghts , obligations, and defen es 
of the surety, a t law and in equity , in rela tion to the creditor 
principal debtor , a~~ co-suretie , whether the surety's. obli gatio~ 
be colla teral or ongmal ; a nd to the compara tively new subje t 
on compen 	ated surety hip. 
T ExT: De \l itt' team on urety hip. 
MR. LAW RE ' CE. Three hou r per week ; 24 hour 
3. 	 ConstitutionalLaw. 
The course. in .Con tit_utional Law embrace a tudy of the 
Federal on tJtutJon , a mterpreted b the court includin a 
di cu . ion .?~ the ubje~t oy inter tate commerce, ~ po t facto 
law- , 1mpamng the obh atJon of contrac due proce_ of Jaw 
eminent domain the police power, etc. ' 
TE:xT: Black on Con titutional Law. 
MR. HALL. Three hours per week· 0 hours. 
-l. 	 Legal Bibliography (La Books- Their Meaning and ses). 
Thi course aim to deYelop in the tudent a knm led e of 
t~e repo itorie of th~ law, ability to u ~e the Jaw library effi­
ciently, and power to Judge of the wei ht of variou authoritie . 
It conclude with practical in truction in the formulation of 
legal argument and the preparation of brief . 
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uiz 	 our ·e to be given by Mr . Ba rkley (Summer) for ou t­
side student . 
By sp cial permission this our e i · open to a ll studen t . 
MR. H ERTZ. 8 hours. 
en1or Review Course. 
n the ompletion of the ad anced ' ork in the enior ear, 
as a preparation for the bar examination a review of all th 
branche of the law required b the hio upreme Court for 
admi ion to the bar i undertaken by a member of our re ular 
faculty who i a master in thi field. 
Thi i not a quiz cour e, but a comprehen iYe review re­
quirin the examination of hundred of recent decision . 
MR. BARKLEY: 100 hour . 
II cou e are ubject to re-a i nment at any time. 
p T-GR--\D TE 
A law chool course hould not be confined to the tud of the 
principle of ub tantive law. far a po ible a tudent hould 
learn how to apply these principle to the more common prob­
lem en ountered in practice. 
Ithough it i true that the detail of practice can be ma tered 
only a fter year of experience, yet it i the function of a well 
organized law chool to le en the gap exi t ing between the Jaw 
grad uate a nd the successful practitioner. 
To thi end a nd in response to th dema nd from her alumni 
for a n opportunity for further tudy, The John Marsh all sub ­
mit a post -graduate course leadin g to the LL.M. degree. 
DYCO R E 
The po t- raduate cour e of tud con i ts of five major 
ubje t and ten minor ubjec 
Major ubjects. 
d,·an eel Pleading, Practice and Procedure___________ 20 hour. 
HoN. JAYE B. R HL, LL.D. 
Jud e ourt Common Plea . 
d anced Evidence and Procedure______________ ____ 20 hours 
PRoFE OR Eown; E. MILLER, .B., LLB. 
dvanced Equity, includin Tru t , ifort a es and 
Bond I ues ___ _____ _______________ ____ _20 hour­
] ud e ourt of Appeal . 
Pra tice and Procedure in ~foni ipal our t_ ______ ____ lO hours 
HJEF J TICE Joex P. DEYP EY, LL.B. 
u i- ontracts and In urance________________ __ ___ 20 hour: 
onfli t of Law - - ---- - -- ------ ____ ____ ____ 20 hour 
PROFE OR GROVER C. Ho FORD, A.B. LL.B. 
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Minor Subjects . 
The Orga nization and Management of Corporations __ 10 hours 
PROFESSOR HOWARD L HALL, A.B ., LLB. 
Certificates and Abstracts of Titles , Long Term Leases 
a nd the Torrens System of Registration _______ lO hours 
PROFESSOR CHAS. c. WHITE, A.B. , LLB. 
Title Officer, The Land Title Abstract and Trust Company.
Administration of Estate__ _________________________ 10 hours 
PROFESSOR EDWIN E. MILLER, A.B. , LLB. 
Foreclosure of Mortgages and Land Sales ____________ _ 10 hours 
Judge Court of Appeals. 
Brief-Making a nd the Use of Law Books _____________ 10 hours 
PROFESSOR D AVID R. HERTZ, A.B., LLB. 
Taxation- Local, State and Federal_ ______________ ___ lO hours 
PROFESSOR CHARLES A. RO GE RS, LLB., LLM. 
Assignments for Benefit of Creditors and Proced ure in 
Bankruptcy________________ ~ _______________ 10 hours 
PROFESSOR E. H. TRACY, A.B., LLB. 
Municipal Corporations__ ____ _____________________ _10 hours 
PROFESSOR J ESSE W. WooDs, Ph.B. , LLB., LLM. 
Moot Court. 
In connection with the body of the law of procedure, a moot 
court is organized in the Senior year. The cases are selected and 
the facts out lined by the instructor. Students are assigned for 
the p laintiff and defenda nt. The law pertaining to the case is 
prepared, t he pleadings are drawn, and the case is carefully and 
fu ll y p resented to the cou rt and jury as would be done in an 
actual trial. 
GEORGE P. BAER, Judge Court of Common P leas; 54 hours . 
The post-graduate course is optional a nd is open only to 
members of the bar who hold the bachelor degree. 
Classes are taught in groups of fifteen (15) or more. To 
classes will be organized or maintained for smaller groups. 
Post-graduate courses are offered on Mondays, Wednesdays, 
<J.nd Fridays, from 6 :00 to 8 :00. 
TUITION 
Post-graduate Course ___________________ ____________ $120.00 
Diploma fee ___________ ____________________________ 10.00 
Special examination fee ______________________________ 2.00 
Rates for special course may be obtained from the Dea n. 
All fees a re payable in advance. 
The tuition is payable as follows: 
One-fourth upon entrance, one-fourth ovember 15, one-
fourth February 1, and one-fourth April l. 
No refund is made for any cause. 
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SCHOOL ACTIVITIES 
The students of The J ohn Marshall School of .L aw, to foster 
co-operation and good fellowship among themselves and to 
establish a harmonious relationship between the student body 
and the faculty, organized The John Marshall Forum. This 
organization supervises the school activities of the students, 
provides for competitions and contests among them , and e~­
tablishes a "Forum" wherein students may freel y express their 
views upon the various matters pertaini ng to the school a nd 
school life. 
The officer for the ensuing year are: 
RALPH MoRRis __________ _ __________ ___________ ____ _ _ Trustee 
BERN ARD Lo FT us _______ ______________________ ____ __ Trustee 
A N KmBy__ ____________________________________ _ _Trustee 
ANTHONY FroR ETTL ___ ____ __________ _ _____ ____ ____ Trustee 
PROFESSOR EDWIN E. MILLER __________ __ ~ _______ ___ _Trustee 
The school organization mainta ins a periodical known as 
The Forum, which is under the leade rship of Florence J. Dicker, 
as editor-in-chief. 
To put school activities on a sound financial footing, the 
student body, at its annual meeting in May, 1921, levied an 
assessment of $2.50 as annual dues . 
Membership in the school automatically confers member­
ship in the student organization. The burdens and benefits are 
equally distributed. 
Closely a llied with The J ohn M a rsha ll Forum a nd co-operat­
ing with it are the several class organizations. 
the various clas es for 1926-2 7 were : 
The officers of 




___________________ ___ President___ 
HYMA N VlEDREN ____-__ ___ ________________ _____ Vice President 
ANN Kr RB y_______________________________ _____ ___ Secretary 
BENJAMI \~T EJss ______ _ _ _ _______ _ _ ______ __ Treasurer 
JUNIOR CLASS 
DA v 1o H v ATL __ _______ _______________ ____ ____ ___ President 
] ANET GRIFFIN _______ ___ ________________ ____ Vice President 
J AMES MrsKELL ______________________ _______ ___ Secretary 
CARLYLE TRESISL ______ ____ __________ _____ __ _Treasurer 
SOPHOMORE CLASS 
OTTO STEELE ___ ___ _ _____ _____ __ _____________ ____ President 
STELLA T OMLIN ____________________________ _ Vice President 
MARTIN J. LAVAN _____________________________ ____ Secretary 
FRANK M. KREEGER ____ _ ________________________ _Treasurer 
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FRE H IAN CLA 
DANIEL . P AR)ll TER- _ ______ ________ __ President 
M. GEORGE KOW __ _ _____________ _ Vice President 

RV!LLA B. PR ATL ___________________ ecretar)' 

DoRTHY M. F11' · _ _ _______________ ___ Treasurer 

One of the tron t and mo t helpful organization con ­

nected with the chool i the Alumni A ociation ' hich i rep­

re en ted on the Board of Director in an advi ory capacity. 

The officer of the a ociation a re : 
President_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ TH o • Y P o s 
Secrefar)'_____ _ __________ EDWARD L. L A H ELL 
·rFRATER ITY LIFE I,
(As sketched by repre entatives of the various organi zations .) II 
DELTA T H ETA PHI FRAT ERNITY 
M KINLEY SE IAT E 
T H E DELT T H ET P HI LAW F RATER ITY is a 
national fraternity that ha for its object the promotion of 
cholarship in the law a nd loyalty to the chool. I t gather 
together kindred ·pirit who e a im is a thorough under tanding 
of legal principle . 
The fraternity now ha "6 active Chapter a nd 21 lumni 
hapters, located in a ll part of the country with repre entation 
a t every leading uni ve r it a nd law chool. 
ome of it lead ing member are President oolid e former 
ecretary of\\ a r , 1e\ ton D . Baker, Chief Ju tice M a r ha ll of 
the Ohio ~upreme ourt and numerou other prominent in 
le al and judicial cir le . 
The John Mar hall chool of Law i repre ented by McKinley 
enate (named in honor of our late Pre ident). \Ye ha e -o 
active member and about 100 alumni member . ur Meeting 
a re devoted to le al topi with peakers and quiz ma te r noted 
in t heir parti cular lin . Our li bra ry is complete in hio Law. J 
ur member a re ceriou minded tudents. 
In anticipation of the Re earch Division of the ba r 
tion the F raternity has added . Corpus-J uris, Rulin 
a nd Lawyers Rei:;o rt nnotated to the Library. 
Dean_ ____ ___ _ _ ________________ __ R AL PH . MORRJ 
Vice Dean __ _ --------------- __ HOW A RD ME ERLY 
Tribune_____ __ _ ________________ W . KEN ETH BREW 
Master of Ritual_ ___ _ ________________ EO . GR I FFI TH 
Clerk of R olls_ ___ ----- _ ------- ------- ___ _ CHA S. ] AMES 
Zerk of Exchequer __ ____ _ _____ ______ _ R Av FLOREN CE 
Bali.ff___ _____ _ _ __ _ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ C v PRATT 
Ralph Dombey i ha irman of the Executive ommittee. 
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KAPPA BETA PI LEGAL SORORITY 
In 1908, ten women law students of Chicago, realizing that 
the ties formed as fell ow-students a re broken a ll too soon, and 
that the best of friendships may d ie simply from lack of con­
tact, banded together and petitioned the State of Illinois for the 
charter of Kappa Beta Pi ational Legal orority. 
Kapp~ Beta Pi , in its eighteen years' exi tence has acquired 
an enrollment of 35 chapters, providing affiliation with the 
leading universities and law schools of the country. 
Alpha-Alpha Chapter of John Marshall School of Law was 
installed in September, 1923, with six charter members . In 
t hree yea rs it has doubled its active membership , has two 
honora ry members and two pled ges . 
The active members have been prominent in a ll school 
activities se rving as officers of the va rious classes and school 
o rganizations . Scholarship honors for the past three yea rs 
have been awarded to Kappa Beta Pi members. 
Alpha-Alpha Chapte r prides itself upon its acqms1t1on as 
honorary members, Judge Mary B . Grossman of the Municipal 
Court of Cleveland, and Miss A . N. L. McQuade, one of our 
most prominent women lawyers. 
Estelle Thorpe Russell , who is serving her third term a 

Dean, is a lso Grand Chancello r of the Sorority. 

The officers for 1926-27 were: 
Dean-Grand Chancellor ___________________ MARJORIE LEN NO ' 
Associate Dean ____ _______________________ _HARRIET PARSO · 
Regis lrar ___ _____ ___________________________ ____ A N Kr RB Y 
Chancellor_________________________________ __ MARIE JESSE ' 
Marshall ___________________________________ VERN KE ' NEDY 
MEMBERS H O ORARY MEM BE RS 
WILMA I. B ACHMA 1 J uocE MARY B . GROSSMAN 
GRACE B ERGER Miss A. N. L. McQuADE 
MIRIAM Fnz 
VERN K EN EDY 
ELSIE KRUSE K ENRICK PLEDGES 
ANN KIR BY 
ANN M. MAH ER CAT HER INE CA.RROLL . 
MILDRED M OORE EST HER TA FT 
ARAH QUIGLEY 
EMELINE SANBURN 
R osE STETTNER 
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LAMBDA DELTA BETA FRATER IITY 
For the pas t eigh t yea rs th e La mbd a Delta Beta Fra te rnity 
has been engaged in promotin g the welfare of the facul ty a nd 
student body in t his school. 
Its attention to schola rship has stimulated in the stud ent a 
keener interest in his work, and has helped hini obtain a clea rer 
understandin g of the subjects he studied. 
Schola rship keys a re awa rded each yea r to the one graduating 
with the highest average for the full school yea r; Ben vVeiss 
receiving the prize for the class of 192 7. 
This photograph shows most of the members of t he Alpha 
Chapter, whose present officers are : 
Chancellor ___ _________________________________ A. L. GLA SE R 
Vice Chancellor __ ____________________ __ _______ B EN J. KA sNE R 
Master of Exchequ er __ ________________ __ ________ P AU L ALLEN 
Master of Rolls_ ___ _____________ ____ ___ _FRA N K H. F E IN GOLD 
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The John Mar hall offers ou e' Ohio Legal Form I t 
edition , to the Senior having the hi hest general a \·era e. 
Awarded in 1917 to Dean B. 1eck, Cleveland . 

Awa rded in 191 to . A. T itu , le\·eland. 

Awarded in 1919 to Dean Lawrence, CleYeland. 

Awarded in 1920 to Lawrence A. T ucker CJe,·eland. 

Awarded in 1921 to T . P . T itu , leveland. 

warded in 1922 to Andrew H . Brown, Cle eland. 

Awa rded in 1923 to Robert H . pooner, Cleveland. 

wa rded in 1924 to rthur T . Werhle, Cleveland . 

wa rded in 1925 to Willia m B. Murray, Cleveland. 

Awarded in 1926 to Mildred I. Moore, Cleveland . 

Awarded in 1927 to Ha rriet Roth Parsons, Cleveland Hgts . 

The Callaghan ompany of hi ago offers a y lopedi 
law Dictionary to the Junior having the highest general average. 
warded in 1918 to J o eph tolpman, Cleveland. 

Awa rded in 1919 to M yron \) . J acobs, Akron . 

warded in 1920 to T. P . Ti tu , le eland. 

Awa rded in 1921 to A. z . Ba ker, le eland . 

warded in 1922 to R obert H . pooner, Cleveland. 
Awarded in 1923 to \\ illiam B. Murray, Cleveland. 
Awarded in 1924 to Milton F ried man Lorain, 
Awarded in 19r to Ro e tettner leveland. 
Awarded in 1926 to Harriet Roth Parson CJe,·eland H 
Awarded in 1927 to arah Qui ley, Cleveland. 
The Forum offer Page' Annotated Code to the phomore 
having the highest general avera e. 
Awarded in 1926 to Carlyle Tr i e, Lakewood . 

Awarded in 1927 to tella Tomlin , leveland. 

pecial prize offered by a enior to the F reshman ha in 
the highest genera l average. 
Awarded in 191 to Lawrence . Tucker, Clevela nd. 

warded in 1919 to T. P . Ti tu , leveland . 

warded in 1920 to lbert Z. Baker, Cleveland. 

warded in 1921 to Robert H . pooner, Cleveland . 

warded in 1922 to Bernard J. onway, Cleveland . 

Awarded in 1923 to Mildred I. Moore, Cleveland. 

warded in 1924 to Harriet . Roth, Cleveland. 

Awarded in 1925 to a rah Quigley and Carlyle Tre ·ise. 
warded in -1926 to LeRoy Mar o , iles , 0. 
wa rded in 1927 to a ra Luria, leveland. 
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The W. H . Anderson Co., of Cincinnati, through the local 
representative, Herman Gervais, offers a set of Bates' Pleading 
a nd Practice (new edition) to the student who excels in the 
regular course in Pleading. 
Awarded in 1924 to Perry A. Frey, Cleveland _ 

Awarded in 1925 to Louis Romanoff, T oledo, 0. 

Awarded in 1926 to Ann S. Kirby, Cleveland Hgts. 

Awarded in 1927 to William K. Brew, Cleveland . 
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AN ALIS, l sADORE E. _______ _____ ______ ___ _________ _Clevleand 

ARNOLD, H ARRY vV .______ ___ ______ __ _________ Ravenna, Ohio 

BACON, J OHN M . ____ ______ ______ _____ ___________ _ Cleveland 

B ADER, FERN Au C. ______ ________________________ _Cleveland 

BAER, Mo RRJS ______ _____ _____ _________________ __ Cleveland 

BAIR D, SPENCE C. _________ __________ __________ ___ Cleveland 

B ALTRUKONIS, GEORGE L. _________________________ Cleveland 

BAR KER, FRANK H . _______________________________ Cleveland 

BECK, FRANK E. __ ______ _________________________ Cleveland 

BENDER, H ENRY ___ ____ ___ __ ___ _________________ _ Cleveland 

BERN ARD, CLIFFORD H. _____ ___________ ______ Greenville , Pa. 

B ESCH, FREDERIC C. ___ __ ______ ____________ _____ __ Cleveland 

B1 sHOP, ALVORD L., ] R. ___ __ __________________ ___ _Cleveland 

B1 szANTZ, CHARLES H . ___ ___ ___________ ____ _Lakewood , Ohio 

BLE M KER, J OHN W. ___ _____ _____ ____ ______ ___ _____ Cleveland 

BLE NKHORN, WILBERT z. __ _______________________ _Cleveland 

BoR ER, J osEPH E . __ ___ ___________ ____ _______ .____ _ Cleveland 

Boss, GEORGE G. _________ ____ ___________________ _ Cleveland 

BRADL EY, GEORGE L. ____ __ ______________________ _ Cleveland 

BR AFF, H ENRY N. _________ ____ _________________ __ Cleveland 

BRO CK, LUKE T . ___ _______ ____________ ___________ Cleveland 

BROWN , JACK- - -~ - _______ _ ~ __________ ___ __ -~ ____ _Cleveland 

B ucKER , M ARGUERITE _______ __ ________ ___ _______ _ Cleveland 

B ucKLEY, EuGENE D. __ __ _____ _____ _____ ___ _____ __ Cleveland 

BYRNE, EARL w. ___________ ____ ___ _________ -- Cleveland 

C ANNON, MYRTLE G. ______ ______ ________________ Cleveland 

CAREY, WALTER E. ______ __ ·__ _____________________ Cleveland 

CHAMBERS, JoH N F. ________ _____________________ _ Cleveland 

CHERTOFF, SAMUEL M. ____ ____ ___________________ _ Cleveland 

CHESLER, LILLI AN __ _____ ________________ ____ _____ Cleveland 

CHIODO, R USSELL w. ______ ______________ ___ _____ _Cleveland 

CLARK, CARL H. __ ____________ __ ____ ____ _________ Cleveland 

CLUTTER BUCK, TH OM AS E. _________ _______________ _ Cleveland 

COLLI GAN, ARTH UR ]. _____________ _______________ _ Cleveland 

CoNw A Y, CATHERINE A. __ ____ ___ _________________ _ Cleveland 

CORCORAN, JOS EPHS . ____ ___ ______________________ Cleveland 

COR NELL, J osEPH C. ______ ______________________ __ Cleveland 

CuYLER, WILLIAM E. _____ ___ ___________________ ___ Cleveland 

DAvis, B ERTE. ___ _____ ______ __________________ __ Cleveland 

D AVIS, JOHN R . __ ____________________ • __ _____ ___ _Cleveland 

DE UTSCH, ARTHUR _________ __ _____________________ Cleveland 

DEUTSCH, JOSEPH_ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _Cleveland 
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DIRENFIELF, MoRRIS ___ _________ __________ _______ Cleveland 
DIRKSON, HARRY w. __________ ____________________ Cleveland 
DowLING, WILLIAM H . ___________ ______ ____ ___ ____ Cleveland 
DowMAN, JuANITA __________ _____________ _______ _ Cleveland 
DuNN, PAUL A. ____ ______________ ___________ __ ___ Cleveland 
EDGAR, PAUL B. ______________ _______ _____________ Cleveland 
EIDER, Loms________ ________________________ ____ Cleveland 
ELLIS, JosEPH B. _____ __________ ______ ____________ Cleveland 
ELLSWORTH, HAROLD F. ___________________________ Cleveland 
ELMENDORF, FRANCIS L. _____ __ ___ __________ _____ _Cleveland 
ELMER, CHARLES ]. ___________________________ ____ Cleveland 
EMERSON, Ross w. ______ __ ____ ___ ____ ____________ Cleveland 
ENGLISH, HERBERT C. __ __________________________ Cleveland I
FAREN, SAMUEL A. _______ ____ . ___________________ Cleveland 
FARMER, ALBERT R. ______ ___ _____ ________________ Cleveland l' 
FEINGOLD, LILLIAN________________ ____ ___________ Cleveland 
FINN, DoROTHY M . ___________ __ ____ __________ ____ Cleveland 
FLECK, CHARLES _____ ____________ ______ ___ _______ Cleveland 
FLORENCE, RoY R. ______ ._____ ____ _______ _____ Wickliffe, Ohio 
FLOOD, EDWARD T . __ ______________ _____ ___ __ . ____ Cleveland 
Foote, Herman M. ___ __ ____ ___ _____ ____________ ___ Cleveland 
FREY, JoHN B. _________________ ___ ____________ ___ Cleveland 
FREIDMAN, ALVIN L. ___________ ____ _______________ Cleveland 
FuRLONG, CALVIN R. B. _________ __________________ Cleveland 
GALES, How ARD T. ____ ___________ ____ ___________ Cleveland 
GARVIN, HERBERT D. _____ - - - - - " - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _Cleveland 
GENTHNER, JosEPH J. ____ ___ _______________ _______ Cleveland 
GETZ, JosEPH w. ___ _________ _____ ________________ Cleveland 
GIRARD, JosEPH R. __ ________ _________________ ____ Cleveland 
GOLDENBERG, Loms____________ __ ________________ Cleveland 
GOLDMAN, BERNARD B. ______ ________________ _____ Cleveland 
GoLLAND, HENR y S. ______________ ________________ Cleveland 
GORDON, JOSEPH____________ ___ ______ ___________ _ Cleveland 
GRAHAM, JOHN P. _______________________ _______ __ Cleveland I 
GREENSPUN, PAuL ______________ __ ___________ ___ _Cleveland 
GUTH, MAx JAY __ ____________ __ __________________ Cleveland 
HAAS, CLARENCE J. ____________ _______________ ____ Cleveland 
HAESSLY, THOMAS L. - ----.-- - - - - - - - - - - ___________ Cleveland 
HARDING, CORINNA P. ___________________________ _ Cleveland 
HARGRAVE, EDWARD J. _______ _________ ___________ _Cleveland 
HART, JEAN _________ _________ ______ _____________ Cleveland 
HAYES, JAMES w. ____ _-- -- -- ------- ------- -- ---- _Cleveland 
HEATH, WILLIAM B· ------- ~ ----- ------------·· - · __ Cleveland 
HEALY, JEROME ]. __ _____ ____ ___ ___ _______________ _ Cleveland 
HERMAN, HYMAN ____________ ______ _______________ Cleveland 
HEUPEL, LoursE D. __ ____________________________ Cleveland I 
HICKOK, Ons s. ________ ----------- --- -----------_Cleveland 
HoFFMAN, HARRY H. ____ _______________ _____ Lakewood, Ohio 
• 
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H RAPSHAK, p A UL p. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Cleveland 
HuRsD, JAMES C. ________ ____ ____________________ _Cleveland 
J AROSZYNSKA, JENNIE ____ __ - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _Cleveland 
JENNINGS, ROBERT s. __ __ _-- -------- -------- -- --__Cleveland 
JOSEPH, FRED _______ - - -- - - - - -- - - -- - - -- --- - - -- --- _Cleveland 
JosEPH, WILLIAM s. ______ __ ______ ___ _______ ___ ___ Cleveland 
JuERGENS, H AROLD H . ____ ______________ .. _______ __ Cleveland 
KAPLAN , SARS ___________ ___ _____ _______ _______ __ Cleveland 
KARMASNI, MORRIS H . _____ ___________________ __ __ Cleveland 
KASSON, JA CK M. ____________ _____ _________ _____ _ Cleveland 
KEA RINS, THEODORE W. _______________________ ___ Cleveland 
KELLER, FRED w. ______ ------ -- ------ -- -- --- -- -__ Cleveland 
KENNEDY, JosEPH B. A. _____ __ _________________ ___ Cleveland 
KrnRAN, MARTIN J . ___________ . ___ ________ _____ ___ Cleveland 
KIRBY, FRANCIS E. ______ ____ _______________ _____ _Cleveland 
KIRKPATRICK , JOSEPH F. __________ ___________ __ ___ Cleveland 
KLAUS, JOHN J ·---- ____ ___ ____________________ ___ Cleveland 
KLA us ER, J osEPH F . _____ ______________________ __ _Cleveland 
KLEINERT, ROBERT L. ______________ ______________ Cleveland 
KNUTH, EDWARD C. ____ ___ ________ _______ ___ ____ _Cleveland 
KocH, HERMAN R. ___________________ __________ __ Cleveland 
KozELUKA, VLADIMIR J . __ _____ __________ _______ ___ Cleveland 
KRAUS, HowARD G . _____ ___________ ___________ __ _Cleveland 
KRISMAN, JosEPH A. ______________ __ ________ ____ __ Cleveland 
KuROP, EDWARD_____ __________ _______ __________ _ Cleveland 
KusHLAN, ANTON R. __________________________ ____ Cleveland 
LABOVITZ, JACOBS. ____ ___ __ ______________ -- - - ___ _Cleveland 
LANIGAN, WILLIAM D. ________________ Cleveland Heights, Ohio 
LEDL, GEORGE H. ___ _____ ____ ___ ______ __ -.- ______ _ Cleveland 
LEPON, BERTHA M. ______ _________ ___ . __________ __ _Cleveland 
LESTER, SAMUEL _____ __ ______ __ . .. _ . .. ... ______ _Cleveland 
LEHMAN, JEAN C. __ ___ ___________ .. . ____ ______ __ Cleveland 
LESNICK, ELEANOR ANN __ _____ .___ ____ ____ ___ .______ Cleveland 
LESNICK, MAXWELL L. --- -- --- --- --····----· ____ .____ Cleveland 
LEVEN, LEONARD------- - - -- ------· ____________ ___ Cleveland 
LINDER, HARRY E. ______ ___ ___ ___ - · ____________ _ Elyria, Ohio 
LoRMANN, RoBERL ______ ____________ __ Maple Heights, Ohio 
LucAs, HENRY C. __________ __ __ _____ ___ _________ __ Cleveland 
LURIA, SARS R. _______ __ . ___ . ___ . ___________ .. __ __ Cleveland 
MAJOR, NICHOLAS __ _____ __________ . _____________ _ Cleveland 
MALLON, ETirAN L. ________ ___ __ __________ _______ _Cleveland 
MARROW, MAX s. ______________ --- ------ ----- ---__Cleveland 
MAsKEY. MAx ___ ________ ______ ______ ~ __________ _ Cleveland 
MARKS, LEWIS E. ______ ___________ _______ ______ __ Cleveland 
MARSHALL, RoLAND D. ______ __ _________________ __ Cleveland 
MAYNARD, JOHN A. ___ ___ ____________________ _____ Cleveland 
McDERMOTT, H uc H J. __________________________ __Cleveland 
M cF AUL, H ARR y A. _____ _______________ _______ __ _Cleveland 
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M cGRA w, WILLIAM A. ____________________________ Cleveland 
McKENNA, Enw ARD T . _____________________ ______ Cleveland 
MITCHELL, EDGAR K . ______ ______ _________ ____ ___ _ Cleveland 
MoKREN, j oHN C. _______ _____ ____ _______________ Cleveland 
M ULHOLLAND, R o BERT]. __________________________ Clevela nd 
M ELLER, H ELE A. ___ _____________________ ______ Cleveland 
M SRUSH, FRANK R. _______________________ _ Lakewood, Ohio 
NICHOLAS, Lo uis B. ______________________ ___ Hicksville, Ohio 
OONAN, EMMET L. ___ ___________ ___ ___ ___________ Cleveland 
ORi\HLE, RAYMOND P . ___________ _____ _____ _____ __ Cleveland 
O'BRIEN, CHARLES E. _____________________________ Cleveland 
0Lso ', DAVIDE. _____ ____________________________ Cleveland 
OPP MANN, ANDREW VJ .______________________ ___ __ Cleveland 
PoLK, j oL ___________ ____________________ _______ Cleveland 
PARmTER, DA IEL ._______________________ Lakewood, Ohio 
PARRY, D . HA Ynu _______________________________ _ Cleveland 
PASCH KE, FLOYD L. ________ ____ ______ ____________ _ Cleveland 
PATTON, How ARD ]. ______________ _________ _______ Cleveland 
P AYNTER, ORMAN \i\ ·----- - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - _Cleveland 
PEAR CE, CLARENCE A. ______ ___ ___ ___ _____________ Cleveland 
PEARLSTEI , EMMANUEL ______________ ___________ Cleveland 
PETERS, EmL P. ________ ______ ________ _____ _Lakewood, Ohio 
PEVSNER, MAx ____ ____________ ____________ _____ __ Cleveland 
PFEFFER, CARL s. _________ ____________________ __ _Clevela nd 
PrncoMBE, ALBERT K. _______________ _________ ____ Cleveland 
POMERANTZ, MAx M. _____ _________________ ______ _ Cleveland 
PnATT, ORVILLE BEnTHA ___ ______ ____ ___ Shaker Heights, Ohio 
PRATT, Guv R . ___________________________ E . Cleveland, Ohio 
PROSE, LILA E. ______ __________________ ___________ Clevela nd 
QuAsE, H AROLD _____________________________ ___ __ Clevela nd 
RABNICK, CARL ___ ___________ ______ _______ ______ Cleveland 
REITMAN, MoRRIS ___ ________ ____________________ _ Cleveland 
R1N1 , MARTIN 0. jR. _____ _______________________ __ Cleveland 
Rosi SON, Co •, IE M. ____________________________ Cleveland 
RocKs, AN ________ __________________ __________ Cleveland 
Ros E ' FELD, MARIA . F. ___________________________ Cleveland 
ROTHSTEIN, WrLLIAM A. _______.____________________ Cleveland 
R UGGLES, JoaN R. ___ _______________ ___ ___ __ _____ Cleveland 
R UTM A , SAMUEL _________ _______ _________ ____ __ Cleveland 
RYAN, MARY KATHRY N___________________________ leveland 
AGGIO, A. ' THONY C. _____ _________________________ Cleveland 
SALZMAN, SAMUEL A. _____________________ _ E. Cleveland, Ohio 
CHADT, PHI LIP R. ________________________________ Cleveland 
CHAEFER, JosEPH L. ____________________ _________ Cleveland 
cm Fnt A , So PHIL ______________ ____ ____________ Cleveland 
c LLIN, ] AMES A. _____ ____________ _____ ___ _Lakewood, Ohio 
ER KA , CHARLES s. _______ --- -------------------_Cleveland 
HIMA ' SKY, KARL ______ _____ _______ ___ __________ Cleveland 
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SIEGEL, HA us J. ____ ____ _____ ___________ ___ ___ ____ Cleveland 
SILVERSTEIN, NATHAN ______ _____________________ Clevela nd 
SINDELAR, \i\11LLIAM A. ______ ________ .___________ ___ Cleveland 
SPARGnovE, GEORGE M. _________________________ _ Clevela nd 
SPENCER, THOMAS G. ___ __________________ ____ __ Cleveland 
SMITH, CHARLES V., jR. _______________________ __ _ Cleveland 
SNow, MARK G. _________ __ ______ __________ Lakewood, Ohio 
SPEETH, HENRY \i\ . ____ _____ ____ _____________ _____ Cleveland 
SPERO, ALVI M. ____ _____ _________ ________ ______ Cleveland 
SPERO, MA RICE A. ___ ____ ______ ______________ ___ Cleveland 
SPERO, HAR EY L. _______________________________ Cleveland 
STAZZO ' E, JosEPH _______________________________ Cleveland 
STEPHE •s, ] AMES \i\ ·------ ------- _____________ __ Cleveland 
TOTTER, MORTON _______________________________ Cleveland 
SwALLEN, ORWOOD \i\ ·------------------ __ Lakewood, Ohio 
SZEGO, PA L ________________________ _ ______ __Cleveland 
TA GGERT, E BERT F. _________________________ __ __ Cleveland 
TARN TZER, GEORGE A. ______________ _ ____ Lakewood, Ohio 
TAYLOR, GLADY E. ____________________________ - __ Cleveland 
TaoMP o •, Joa H. _____________________________ Clevela~d 
THOM ON, G. R onERL _______ _______________ _ Lakewood , Oh10 
T onn, VoNA ._______ _______ _____________ _ Bay Village, Ohio 
TOEPFER, MAR GA RET AGNES _________ _________ __ _Cleveland 
TRADER, DAVID DEVINEY ____ ________ ___ ____ _Lakewood, Ohio 
TRUXELL, HAHLES L. ____ _________________ Peninsula, Ohio 
TwI CHEL, DoNALD E. ___ ____________ ____________ __ Clevela nd 
UHLER, WILLIAM G . _____ _________ ___ ______ _____ _ Cleveland 
VANN, MAX H. ______ _______________________ __ _ Cleveland 
VETTER, R oBERT ] . ________________________ : _____ _ Cleveland 
VOLMAR, HARVEY E. ________ _____ ____ _ _____ ___ _Cleveland 
WA GNER, HA RR y \i\1. _____________________________ _ Cleveland 
\i\ ALSH, \i\ JLLIAM ]. ______________________ E. Cleveland , Ohio 
WE1 ss, AM EL B. _______________________________ _ Cleveland 
\i\ EI s MA , Lo UI s H. __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____ _______ Cleveland 
WESTROPP, LOYSIUS l ----- -- ---------- ---- -----_Cleveland 
\i\ ILLI A ~t s, HE RY ____________ __________ Dover Village, Ohio 
WoLF, J osEPH L. ____ _____ ___ ________________ - - - __ Cleveland 
\i\ ORTHLEY, MYRON V. ________________ -- ---- ____ __ Cleveland 
ZuENDO RF , CARL A. ______ ___________________ -- - - _Cleveland 
Z RLINDE •, HARLES F. ____________________ Lakewood, Ohio 
SOPHOMORE 
BRA~! ' HORA CE s. _____ _______________________ _Cleveland 
ACKLIN, RTH R E. ___ __ _____________________ ____ Cleveland 
A~!E i DT, Do "A LO£. ____________________________ _ Cleveland 
AN ' A , BRAHAM P. __ __________________________ Cleveland 
BA GNALL, '" ALDO c. ___ ____________________ ______ Cleveland 
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BEE RBOWE R. H owARD ]. __________ _____ __ Lakewood, Ohio 
B1 sHoP, R ussELL K . ___________________________ _ leveland 
BLOOM, B ELLE H .__ _________ ____________ levela nd 
BL FFESTO E, H ARRY __ ------------- - ---- __ Cleveland 
BREN ' EllA , MYRO T .__ _ ---------- - ___ __ leveland 
ARROLL, CATHERI ' E Ro E_ ------------------ __ leveland 
HOLLEY, . c. ___ _ --- - ----------- ---- ___ Cleveland 
OHE , BEN M. ___ ____ _ ___ _ _ _ _____ _ le eland 
OREN, R BH'- ----- --------- _ _ _______ Cleveland 
OBEK AXFORD H. ___________ _ _E. Cleveland hio 
OLE, ]A)JE B. ____ _ _____ ___ _ _ _________ JeyeJand 
OLT)JA'.li ]OHN \\'. _____ ______ - - - - - ----- -- - leveland 
ox, MAR BALLH. __ ___ _ _____ _______ Cleveland 
DA VI,\ AYNE E. __ ___ _____________ \\illoughb , Ohio 
D TTON, LE TER \\!. ____________________________ _ Cleveland 
E1LBER Ro E ·-- - ----------- _________ leveland 
E1 ENBERG, All E. ________ _______ __________ Cle eland 
ETZENBERGER, CHARLE \ ·-- _ _ __E . Cle,-eland, Ohio 
FAIRGRIEVE, v\. R. _________ ______ - --- ------- leveland 
F LDA ER LEw1s_________ ___ _ ______ ____ __ _ le eland 
FINKLE TElN, MA RICE H. ____________________ leveland 
F10RETTE, NTHONY R. _ -------- --- ________ Cle eland 
F1 HER, E GENE ·-- _ _ _ _____________ _ Lakewood , Ohio 
Fox, J osEPH D. ___ _____________________________ leveland 
FRIEDMAN, ABE A. ___ ________ __ __ _ _ _ _______ _ Cleveland 
GLASER, M oR RIS__ ____________ __ _ _ _ _______ levela nd 
GRAY, Wr LLI S J. - ---------- ---- __ __________ Clevela nd 
Gusso w, R uTH R .____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____ ______ Clevela nd 
H ALTER, CLARENCE R . __________________________ Clevela nd 
H A 1ILTON, I sABEL ___ ________ __ __ ____ Cleveland 
HANGLI ' , EowARD J ._ --------------- ________ __ leveland 
HAYER, ALBERT M. __ --------- --- --- ____ _Euclid , Ohio 
HERBERT, HoMER H . _______________________ leveland 
HI GG I ·, M. L CILLE. _______________________ __ leveland 
HowARD, RoY M. ____ ------- _________ _______ le eland 
]AME, HARLES D . ____ _______________ _____ Cle,·eland 
JENNEY, T ARTA. ___ _________ ______ Lakewood , Ohio 
JoYCE, HARRY J. ____ _ _ _ ------ - - --- - ---- leveland 
K ANDO RA, ANN MARY _ ____________ ___ ___ ______ Cleveland 
K RLOVER, RALPH E. _ _ -------------------- leveland 
KA DA·, PHILIP __ _____ --------------- ___ __ ___ CJeyeJand
K A 'F)JA:-<N, E GE!'\E____________ ________ ______ Cleveland 
KELLY, ]AlJE P. ___ ______________________________ leveland 
K1RKwooo, \\ILLIAlJ G . __ _______________ ________ leveland 
KL EIN, BERTROll ___ __________________________ ____ Cleveland 
KOLIN Kl KENKETH __ _________________ __ Lakewood , hio 
KREEGER, FRANK M. _ ---------------- ----------- leveland 
K TRA, G STD. __ __ ------- - ------- ------- ----- levela nd 
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L A v AN, M ARTIN J ·- ___________________________ __ __ Cleveland 
LEMEL, M INNIE _______________ __________ ____ __ Cleveland 
LLOYD, NORMAN R. _________ ______________ Bay Village, Ohio 
LAc oco, joHN ]. _______ _______________________ __ _ Cleveland 
LoEGLER ToRRY T. _____________ ________ _____ _ Cleveland 
LoE\Y, HOMER L. _______ ____________ ______ __ ___ Cleveland 
LowRY, HERB ERT J. ---- --- ----- -- _______ ____ Cleveland 
MA O:-<ALD ]ORK H. _________ ____ ___ _E. Cleveland, Ohio 
MAHONEY, MARGARET A. ______ __ _ _ le eland Height, Ohio 
MATIA, LEo ·---- ----- -- ------- ___ __ __ _Cleveland 
Mc RAY, H ARLEY£. __ _____________________ Lakewood, Ohio 
MEGGETT, I VAN C._ _____ _______ _ _____ __ Cleveland 
MEYER, EowARD F. ___ ___________ _ ________ ____ Cleveland 
MILE , PB 1 LIP ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___________ _ Cleveland 
NooNA ' , R AYllOKD C. __________ _ _________ __ Cleveland 
PA LEV KY BEK M. ________ ____ _ -------- ___ ___ Cle eland 
PLECBATY, MARIE C. _______ _ ___ __ Cleveland 
CHAFFER, MAX __________ _ ----- --- - - ____ ___ Cleveland 
CB LTZ, L EO w.________ _ --- --- ___ ___ __Cleveland 
CBWARlt, LADY E. __ _______ __ _ ___ ____ Parma, Ohio 
CBWARTZ, RoeERT F. ___ ______________________ __ Cleveland 
BA MAN, ILBERT S. __________ • _________ __ _ CJe eland 
HEALY, ER ET H . _________ ___________________ __ Cleveland 
ILVER, Lou1 ·--------- ------- ___________ ____ _Cleveland 
MITH, HARLOTTE L. ___ _______ - --- -- - ____ ___ Cleveland 
SOLOMON, Eon H_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ________ ____ Clevela nd 
SoMMES, EO RGE D . __ _________________________ __ Clevela nd 
STEELE, OTTO F. _____ ________________________ __ Clevela nd 
STEVEN, BARCALOw____ _____ ____________________ _ CJeveland 
T AFT, EsTHER B. ____________ __ _ ___ _ ___ ___ Clevela nd 
TERMA , H YMAN ____ _______ ____ ._______ _ ____ __ Cleveland 
Toon, ]AME E. ____ ___ _______ ------- ___ Bay Village, Ohio 
Tol1LI , TELLA __________ _________________ _____ Cleveland 
\ HE LAN, I AT1 J. ____ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____ _______ Cle eland 
\\ ILKI ON, DANIEL J. --------- -- _ ________ __ Cleveland 
\ OEHRMA , ]ORK H. JR. _____________________ ___ Cleveland 
\ OLFE, IRVI G_____________ ________________ ____ Cleveland 
YAR N, 10 ' EY B. ________ ________________ ___ Cleveland 
J NI R 
BERN TEIN, ]Acoe____ ____ -------- ______ ____ Cleveland 
BIDWELL, MAXWELL o._____ ____ - - - ------ - Lakewood , 
BLE CH, EOR GE H. ____ ____ __ ____ ___ ________ Cleveland 
BL IN KY, Lo 1 A. ___ ________ ----- _________ __ Cle eland 
BREw, WM . KEN ,- ETa_ ________ _ __________ _Cle,eland 
BRITTON, FRAKK \\T.________ _____________________ _ Cle eland 
CARR, HARLE ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____ __ Cle eland 
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AS KEY, GUY L. _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - =======21:~::~~~ 
AVAS JNN I, M ARJO _________ ------ - --- Cl vela nd 
AVELLI, R osA RY __________ ------- ------------ e 
OHIN FREDERICK E. __ ______ _ _____ E. Cleveland, 0 . 
' S __ _ _ _ _ _ _ levelandOPPER~IAN , OL_ ___ - --- - - -L--k d Q 
DICKEY ARL o .________ ---------- a ewoo ' • 
Dixo · 'EDGA R ORMA ·----- ____________ Cleveland 
DoMB~Y, RALPH H. __________ _ _____ _ Lakewood , 
DwoRKE LEo "ARD M. ___ _ __________ ______ Cleveland 
EMRICH OLIVER ·----- -- _ ---------- le eland 
FEJNGO~D, ]ACK _______ __ - - ----- - ------- ____ Clleve:an~ 
F1 CHER ARL THO:\J A __ __ ----- ------- eve an 
F1 CHER' M RREL 1----------- - - - - --- ------- le eland 
F M ' R ________ Cle elandITZ !RIA~! ·--- ------------ --------- 1 d 
GAR~ER, ]ERO~IE H. _ ----- --------,- leveland 
GARD ' ER, M. L. ______ - - - ----- - - ----- -- le eland 
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PEREl. MAN, HowARD H ., LL.B..Practice of Law __ _ 
P1-11LLI PS, MoRRIS H ., LL. B . ____ Practice of Law.. __ 
REHMAR, MARTIN L., LL.B . ___ Pra t ice of Law ___ _ 
RosE, LIFFORD LAwR EN E, 
LL.B ____ _______ _____ __ Prati e of Law____ 
R o CH, J o e · EARL, LL.B _____ . Pra tice of Law____ 
R ELL, E TELLE TH ORPE,
LL.B ____ ___________________ Practice of Law__ _ 
MPLI!\ER, AYUEL ., LL.B...Practice of Law___ _ 
A. B RN, EYELINE, LL.B ______ Practice of Law___ _ 
AVITT, LFRED A. LL.B ___ Pra tice of Law___ _ 
CH ROELL, OTTO E. , LL.B ___ . Practice of Law___ _ 
H LMAN ALBERT F ., LL.B ____ Practice of Law___ _ 
UTH, KARL B., LLB _______ . Prac tice of Law___ _ 
PERO, ALBERT , IORTI ER 
LLB ___________________ . Prac tice of Law____ 
\YALTZ, HAROLD ..\., LL.B_______ Pra tice of Law____ 
\\'A ER A.·. DANIE L HARRY,
LL.B _____ ____________ _ _Prac tice of Law____ 
\\'EHRLE, ALBERT E. , LLB __ _ _ Prac tice of Law ____ 
WEHRLE, ARTH"CR T. , LL.B __ _ _Practice of Law ____ 
\\' ITKOW KV, J 0 EPH LEH I N, 
LL.B __ ______ _______________ Practice of Law ___ _ 
\\ OLDMAN, NoRYAN J AY, LL. B .. Pra tice of Law___ _ 
\\ IG IN, K. Bn1 cE, LLB _______ Practice of Law ___ _ 
1926 
ALLEN, l s AAc WY., LL.B ______ . Prati e of Law____ 
ANDREW, VERN HARR Y, LL.B .. Pra tice of Law ____ 
BANNIN ' WILLIAM JAM ES,
LL.B _____ ____ ______________ Pra tice of Law____ 
BELL, HARLES EowARD, LL... Pra tie of Law____ 
BROCKTON, MonTo ., LL.B .•. Prati e of Law ____ 
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BUDZINSKI, SIGISMUND B., LEVIN, Loms M., LL.B ___ ____ __ Practice of Law ____ Cleveland 
LL.B ______ ________ _________ Practice of Law ____ Cleveland LowENTHAL. GERTRUDE, LL.B. __ Practice of Law ___ _Cleveland 
BYRNE, ARTHUR CLEVELAND, McDERMOTT, THOMAS J., LL.B __ Practice of Law___ _Cleveland 
LL. B __ ____ __ __ __ ___________ Practice of Law __ __ Cleveland McLEAN, ARCHIE J., LL.B ______ Practice of Law ____ Cleveland 
*CANNON, NELSON A., LL.B ___ __ Practice of Law .. ___ Cleveland McMANAMON, FRANK]., LL.B __ Practice of Law ___ _Cleveland 
CHAMBERLIN, ROBERT 'vV., MARKS, SAMUEL H ., LL.B _______ Practice of Law ____ Cleveland 
LL.B _________________ ___ ___ Practice of Law ___ _Cleveland MILLS, RICHARD THOMAS, LL.B _Practice of Law ____ Cleveland 
CHAMBERS, THOMAS P., LL.B. ___ Practice of Law____ Cleveland MooRE, MILDRED I., LL.B ______ Practice of Law ___ _Cleveland 
COVIELLO, SALv A TORE JOSEPH, Moss, ALVIN J., LL.B ___ ____ ___ Practice of Law____ Cleveland 
LL. B ____ __ ______________ ___ Practice of Law ____ Cleveland MuDRI, JoHN S., LL.B ____ _ ___ Practice of Law __ __ Cleveland 
DEGRAFF, EARL W., LL.B. ___ ___ Practice of Law___ _Cleveland MuRRAY, JoHN C., LL.B ________ .Practice of Law ____ Cleveland 
DEMELTO, VINCENT MARION, NEWMAN, JEROME ]AMES, 
LL. B ___ ___ ___________ ____ __ Practice of Law __ __ Cleveland LL.B __ ______ __ _____ _______ _ Practice of Law _ ___ Cleveland 
DoMKOSKI, JoHN A., LL.B .___ ___ Practice of Law ____ Cleveland O ' BRIEN, SAWRENCE W., LL.B _Practice of Law ___ _Cleveland 
DORAN, THOMAS J., LL.B ___ ___ _Practice of Law___ Cleveland PHILLIPS, RussELL A., LL.B _____ Practice of Law ____ Cleveland 
DoRSEY, WALTER A., LL.B ___ ___ Practice of Law ____ Cleveland REICH, IsADORE R., LL.B ____ ___ Practice of Law ____ Cleveland 
DURKIN, WILLIAM MARTIN, RouALET, GEORGE A., LL.B _____ Practice of Law ___ _Cleveland 
LL. B ____ __ __________ _______ Practice of Law_ .. __ Cleveland SHADLEY, FAY M ., LL.B ___ _____ Practice of Law _ ___ Akron, 0. 
EvERS, WM. H., ]R., LL.B ___ ____ Practice of Law ____ Cleveland SHAFFER, ]AMES F., LL.B _____ __ Practice of Law ____ Cleveland 
FLAUMENHAFT, HARRY, LL.B ____ Practice of Law ____ Cleveland SIEGEL, DAVID WILLIAM, LL.B._ ~ Practice of Law ___ _Cleveland 
FLEGER, ANTHONY A., LL.B _____ Practice of Law ____ Cleveland SIEGELSTEIN, ARTHUR L., LL.B __ Practice of Law ____ Cleveland 
FLOCK, REBECCA, LL.B __ __ _____ Practice of Law____ Cleveland SIM BERG, MoRRIS, LL.B ___ ___ ___ Practice of Law __ __ Cleveland 
FREELAND, ISABELLA VIRGINIA, SMITH, SANFORD T., LL.B ___ ___ _Practice of Law __ __ Cleveland 
LL.B ____ _________________ __ Practice of Law __ __ Cleveland SoTAK, FRANK W., LL.B _______ _ Practice of Law ____ Cleveland 
GILBERT, MANUEL, LL.B __ __ _____ Practice of Law ____ Cleveland So u Ko P, Fred P., LL.B __________ Practice of Law __ __ Cleveland 
GILL, JORN WILSON, LL.B _______ Practice of Law ____ Cleveland SROUB, ALOYSIUS JOSEPH, 
GooDMAN, FLORENCE H., LL.B __ Practice of Law ____ Cleveland LL.B ______ ____ ____ __ ____ ___ Practice of Law ___ _Cleveland 
GooDMAN, KENNARD EVERETT, STETTNER, RosE, LL.B _____ __ ___ Practice of Law ___ _Cleveland 
LL.B ___ ____ __ _____ ______ __ _Practice of Law ____ Cleveland STELZELBERGER, PAUL C. LL.B __ Practice of Law ____ Cleveland 
GRAU, LILLIAN M., LL.B ___ _____ Practice of Law __ __ Cleveland STROM, OscAR A., LL.B ____ __ ___ Practice of Law __ __ Cleveland 
GREEN, A. LEWIS, LL.B _______ __ Practice of Law ____ Cleveland UMANS, RosE, LL.B ______ _____ Practice of Law _____ Cleveland 
GRIFFITH, CEDRIC M., LL.B ___ __ Practice of Law ____ Cleveland WEINBERG, HARRY PHILIP, 
HERRICK, TRACY ELLIS, LL.B. __ _Practice of Law ____ Cleveland LL.B ______ _ __ ________ __ ___ _Practice of Law_ __ Cleveland 
HETTINGER, GEORGE A., LL.B __ _Practice of Law ____ Cleveland WEIZER, VICTOR G. , LL.B ______ _Practice of Law __ __ Cleveland 
HoGAN, MARYL., LL.B _______ __ Practice of Law ___ _Cleveland W ELTMAN, MAURICE, LL.B __ ____ Practice of Law __ ~_ Cleveland 
HOLLANDER, JOSEPH RAYMOND, ZIPKIN, HERBERT F., LL.B __ ____ Practice of Law ____ Cleveland 
LL.B ______ ______ ___________ Practice of Law ____ Cleveland 
1927HUEBSCHMAN, JuLIAN I., LL.B. __ Practice of Law ____ Cleveland 
]AMES, ERNEST, LL.B __________ _ Practice of Law ____ Cleveland ABRAMSON, FAY, LL.B ___ ___ ___ _Practice of Law ____ Cleveland 
]ESSEN, MARIE, LL.B __ ________ _ Practice of Law ____ Cleveland ADELSTEIN, ADOLPH, LL.B __ _____ Practice of Law _____Cleveland 
JoHNS, WALTER G., LL.B _______ Practice of Law ____ Cleveland ALLEN, A. RusHTON, LL.B _____ _ Practice of Law ___ _Cleveland 
ATKINSON, ]AMES A., LL.B ___ __ _Practice of Law ____ ClevelandJOSLIN, ELLSWORTH CARL, 
LL.B _____ ____ _______ ____ ___ Practice of Law____ Cleveland AzzARELLO, FRANK J., LL.B. ____ Practice of Law ___ _Cleveland 
KEKST, HARRY, LL.B ______ ____ _ Practice of Law __ __ Clevelahd BARRETT, DONALD 0FFIN, LL.B. _Practice of Law ___ _Cleveland 
KESSLER, JACOB J., LL.B ___ __ ___ Practice of Law__ _ _Cleveland *BELL, SAMUEL LEROY, LL.B. ___Practice of Law Lakewood, 0. 
KEVERN, JoHN FRANCIS, LL.B ___ Practice of Law ___ _Cleveland BE GL EY, THOMAS CoNDON, LLB.Practice of Law ____ Cleveland 
KLEIN,fRVING, LL.B ____ ______ _ Practice of Law ___ _Cleveland CALLELY, JoHN E., LL.B _______ _ Practice of Law ____ Cleveland 
*Deceased. *Deceased. 
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CA RLSON, EINAR G. , LL.B ______ _Practice of Law 
COHN, FREDE., LL.B __________ _ Practice of Law 
Dun ' IK, ABE H. , LL.B ________ _Practice of Law 
FEINGOLD, B E JAMIN, LL.B _____ Practice of Law 
FINTZ, R uno LPH A., LL.B ______ _Practice of Law 
GERLACH, WILLIAM R. , LL.B ___ _Practice of Law 
GOTSCHALL, H ARVEY ALLEN, 
LL.B __ - __________________ __ Practice of Law 
GREEN, EMERY S ., LL.B _______ _ Practice of Law 
H ALLARAN, Lours P. , LL.B _____ _Practice of Law 
HA UEISE N, ELWYNN E., LL.B. __ _Practice of Law 
HEFFERNA N, WILLIAM M., LL.B _Practice of Law 
HERBST, CLIFFORnL., LL.B ____ _ Practice of Law 
HERMA N, MORRI S, LL.B ________ _ Practice of Law 
IRELAND, ]AMES A., LL.B ____ __ Practice of Law 
JAFFEE, HARRY A ., LL.B _______ _ Practice of Law 
]OHNS , EvA W ., LL.B ___ ______ __ Practice of Law 
JoNEs, HE NRY C. LL.B ____ __ ___ Practice of Law 
K ASSEL ANTON J . LL.B _______ _ Practice of Law 
KE NNEDY VERN McLAUGHLIN, 
LL.B ___ - - - _________________ Practice of Law 
KIRBY, ANN S., LL.B ___________ Practice of Law ____ Cleveland 
KRASNY, MILTON W., LL.B __ ___ _Practi-ce of Law ____ Cleveland 
KRosT, WILLIAM RHOD EN, LL.B_Practice of Law __ __ Cleveland 
LAMBACHER, H ERBERT J. , LL.B__ Practice of Law ____ 
LEESON, J oHN D UANE, LLB. ___ _Parctice of Law ____ 
L oFTus, BER NARD E., LL.B. ____ _Practice of Law ____ 
M ARKS, JA COB, LL.B ___________ Practice of Law ____ 
McCREARY, ] AMES D ., LL.B .___ _Practice of Law ____ 
McLAUGHLI , MARTIN, LL.B. __ _Practice of Law ____ 
MELTZER , A. ALAN, LL.B _____ __ Practice of Law ____ 
MINOR, ORMAN SELBY, LL.B __ _Practice of Law ____ 
MYLETT, JoH N EMMET, LL.B ___ _Practice of Law ____ 
EUllfANN, HE NRY THOMAS, 
LLB ___ __ ________ ________ __ Practice of Law ____ 
ORMAN, R unoLPH, LL.B __ ______ _Practice of Law ____ 
P AINE, HERM AN 0., LL.B ______ _ Practice of Law ____ 
P ARSONS, HARRIET R OTH, LL.B ._Practice of Law ___ _ 
PLATZ, ] oHN FREDERICK, LL.B __ Practice of Law ____ 
PRIN CE, JoHN JosEPH, LL.B. ____ Practice of Law____ 
REINITZ, B LANCHE B. , LLB. ____ Practice of Law ____ 
RY AN, ToM , LL.B ____ __________ _ Practice of Law ____ 
SANDS, HARRY ]., LL.B _______ _ Practice of Law ____ 
ScHLEuss, ROBERT ] ACOB, LL.B. Practice of Law____ 
SCHWIMMER, PHILI P, LL.B .___ • __ Practice of Law ____ 
SEIGWORTH, SYLVESTER WAYNE, 
LL. B ___ _________ ____ _______ Practice of Law ____ 

















____ C leveland 
____ Cleveland 
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SrnGMAN, CHARLES G ., LL.B. ____ Practice of Law __ __ Cleveland 
SILVER, J osEPH B ., LL.B _______ _ Pract ce of Law 
SINGER, . H ., LLB ____________ Practice of Law 
SMITH, IRvI G ]. , LL.B ___ _____ _ Practice of Law 
SIPSER, MARTIN M., LLB _______ Practice of Law 
T AYLOR, L LOYD R OBE RT , LL.B . __ Practice of Law 
TaoMAS, ARTH UR R. , LL.B ._____ Practice of Law 
T URNER, GEORGE EnwARD,LLB.Practice of Law 
WEBBER, H ENRY P., LL.B ______ _Practice of Law 
~ EDREN, H. C., LL.B ___ _______ Practice of Law 
WE1ss, BE NJA MIN B ., LL.B _____ _Practice of Law 
WELF, OLI VE R H. , LLB ________ _Practice of Law 
WEsT, M AURICE Joa N, LLB .____ Practice of Law 
WEYER, ]AMES ANDRE- ________ _ Practice of Law 
ZAROSKI, FRANK, LL.B _________ _ Practice of Law 
ZINN, ERWIN C., LL.B __________ Practice of Law 





__ __ Cleveland 
__ __ Cleveland 
____ Clevela nd 








B ERA , GEORGE L. __ __ __ ____________________Lakewood, Ohio 
CLAPPER, R ussELL M. ___ __ ____ ____ ______________ _ Cleveland 
Cu RELL, TR UMA ___________ _____ _____ ________ _ - _Cleveland 
DREES, L AWRENCE A. _________ ___ ___ ____ ______ ___ _Cleveland 
EATO , H ARVEY ______ ____ _______ ___ ______ Rocky River , Ohio 
FRANK, M. A. __ ___________ ___ _____ ______ _________ Cleveland 
GRABER, CLARE DON \ ,___ ____ ___________ ________ Cleveland 
K EAN, CLAUDE E. ___ ____ _________________________ Cleveland 
McGUIRE, MARGARET A . ______ ____________ _____ __ Cleveland 
PI LSKOLN, H AROLD __ _____ _____ __ ________ __ _______ Cleveland 
T UMA, RI CHARD C. ______________________________ _Cleveland 
ERBSKY, WALLIE B . ____ __ ____ __________________ _ Cleveland 
\;\, YDEN, PETER ______________________________ Cleveland 




BEACH, GEORGE E., LLB., LL.M _______________ ___ C leveland 

CooK, FRANCIS J ., LL.B., LLM _______ _____ ______ _ Cleveland 

CROWLEY, J osEPH H ERRON, LLB ., LL.M. __ ________ _ Cleveland 

D ALY, CLIFFORD ]AM ES, LL.B ., LL.M .____ _____ ____ _Cleveland 

GARTMAN, ALFRED J ., LL.B ., LL.M .___ _____ __ __ ____ Cleveland 

DELORENZO, ALFRED J ., LL.B ., LL.M. __ _________ ___ Cleveland 

GLASS, CONSTANCE S., LL.B ., LL.M .___ ___ ____ ____ _ Cleveland 

GILBERT, ] ACK S., LL.B., LLM. __ ___ ___ ________ ___ Cleveland 

H AZELWOOD, STEPHEN, LL.B ., LL.M ._______________ Cleveland 

Ho GAN, FRANK I., LLB ., LLM .___ ________________ Cleveland 

J1LEK, CHARLES ALFRED, LLB ., LL.M . ____________ _ Cleveland 

K E TE BAUM, ARTHUR A., LL.B. , LL.M . ____________ Cleveland 

Loo~us, CLYDE E., LLB ., LL.M ._______ _________ __ Cleveland 
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M cFADDEN, GEORGE J., LLB., LL.M. _______ ______ _ C leveland 
I' OsM uN, JoH N B ., LLB., LL.M _________ ___________ _Cleveland 
PATTERSO , ] oHN P. , LLB ., LL.M ._____ __________ _ C leveland 
P EELING, 0RRAL JosEPH, LLB., LL.M. _____________ Clevela nd 
II 
PRINGLE, WILLIAM RO BERT, LL.B ., LL.M . __________ Cleveland 
ScHAUT, FRA NK X ., LLB. , LL.M .__ _________ ______ Cleveland 
SE GHAS, ERwI WILLIAM, LLB ., LL.M . ___________ C leveland 
SMITH, EMERY C., LLB. , LL.M ._______________ ___ _Cleveland 
TITus, S . ALEX ANDE R, LLB. , LL.M. _____ __________ Cleveland 
I TITus. T . P A UL, LLB. , LL.M . _________ ___________ _ Cleveland 
\\EHRLE, WILLIAM FREDERI CK, LLB. , LL.M. ________ Cleveland 
WEISEND, JoH N L., LLB., LL.M. ______ ____________ C leveland 
1924 
BLAKE, RAY CARNEY, LLB., 
LL.M. __ ___________ ____ _____ Practice of Law 
COLLISTER, LAWRENCE G., LLB., 
LL. M. ____ __________________ Practice of Law 
FRICKE, OTTo L., LL.B. , LL.M. _Practice of Law 
HALBERG, ELM ER J., LLB.,
' LL.M. __ ___ ______________ __ _Practice of Law, Lakewood,O. HARRIS, MILTON J OSEPH, LLB., 
LL.M .__ __________________ __ Practice of Law____ C leveland 
JOHNSON, AU GUST R OBE RT , 
LLB., LL.M. _______________ _Practice of Law ____ Cleveland 
K~LECIK, FRANK J. , LLB. , 
LL.M. __ _________ ___ ________ Practice of Law 

ESSY, J oHN ] AY, LLB., LL.M. _Practice of Law 

PFEIL, ALFR ED L ESL IE, LLB., 
LL.M ._ - _________ __________ _ Practice of Law 
SOGGE, R ICHARD C., LLB. , 
LL. M. _- __ __________________ Practice of Law 
SROKA, FRANK T. , LLB. , LL.M _Practice of Law 
\\ ARAK, FRED, LLB ., LLM. __ __ Practice of Law 
Z UZEK, ALO YS IS J. , LLB ., 
LL.M. - - - ___________________ Practice of Law 
1925 
BA NNICK, CHRI STI AN JOH N, 





ALLEN, PA UL RALPH, LLB., LL.M ·---------- ______ _ Cleveland 





____ C leveland 
C levela nd 
____ C leveland 
____ Cleveland 
____ C levela nd 
Cleveland 
DEB ARD, ARMAND, LLB., LL.M ·- ____ _____________ 
EsHNER, J uLEs, LLB ., LL.M. _____ _____ ___________ 
H ALL, JosEPH A., LLB., LL.M. ____________________ 




C levela nd 
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LoEGLER, DAVID, LLB., LL.M . ____________________ Cleveland 
R oGERs, CHARLES AMBLER, LLB ., LL.M ._____ ______ C levela nd 
SHULMAN, ALBERT F ., LLB ., LL.M . ________________ C levela nd 
V ILLIAMS, EDWARD VIR GIL, LLB., LL.M .___________ C level and 
LL.M . (HO ORARY) 
SILBERT, SAMUEL H ., J u oGE COMMON P LEAS _____ __ _Clevela nd 
\\ ooDs, JESSE \\ ., P ROFESSOR OF L Aw ______________ Cleveland 
1927 
B ENNIN GTON, ROBERT H. __________________________ C leveland 
CA MPBELL, ELSON E . ____________________________ Cleveland 
DEGRAFF, EARL WALDO _____ ____________________ _Clevela nd 
GooDMAN, KE NNARD Ev ERETL ____________________ 
HAA S, J EROME ALEXANDER ________________________ 
H ERIG, PA UL GREGOR_____________________________ 
H ERRICK, TRACY E . _____________ ______ ___________ 
KoPPITCH, R. H ARRY ___ _________________ _____ ____ 
KovA CHY, J uLIUS MIKLos _________________________ 
KowAN, THEODOR I.______________________________ 
PHILLIPS, M. H. ,_____ ____________________________ 
R oYER , ALBERT THOMAS__________________________ 
SAMMAN, GEORGE P . __ ____________________________ 












STROM, OscA R A. ____ _____________________________ Cleveland 
LL.M. (HO ORARY) 
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